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Princess Private Equity Holding Limited

Princess Private Equity Holding Limited ("Princess" or the
"Company") is an investment holding company domiciled in
Guernsey that mainly invests in private companies in the
middle and upper middle market. Princess is a direct investor
with a small legacy fund portfolio that is in run-off. The

Company is managed by Partners Group AG. Princess aims
to provide shareholders with long-term capital growth as
well as an attractive dividend yield. The shares are traded on
the Main Market of the London Stock Exchange.

PRINCESS PRIVATE EQUITY HOLDING LIMITED

This document is not intended to be an investment advertisement or sales instrument; it constitutes neither an offer nor an attempt to solicit
offers for the product described herein. This report was prepared using financial information contained in the Company's books and records
as of the reporting date. The charts and figures detailed in the Chairman's report, Private Equity market overview, Investment Manager's report,
ESG report, Portfolio composition, Portfolio overview, Structural overview, Company information, and Board of Directors have not been
audited. This report describes past performance, which may not be indicative of future results. The Company does not accept any liability for
actions taken on the basis of the information provided. Please consult the constituent documents for a more complete description of the
terms.

Cover image is for illustrative purposes only.
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Key figures

31 December 2019

868'679'647

12.56

0.58

10.90

-13.2%

22'571'655

47'500'000

921'350'988

79'631'152

106.1%

-52'671'341

Past performance is not indicative of future results. There is no assurance that similar investments will be made nor that similar results will
be achieved.

Investment level: as per reporting date, calculated as value of investments divided by total fund size.

Net current  assets: as per reporting date, calculated based on net asset value less total investments at fair value through profit or loss. 
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31 December 2020

923'334'182 

13.35 

0.435 

11.75 

-12.0% 

31'514'763 

0 

903'416'996 

106'623'004 

97.8% 

19'917'186 

In EUR 

Total fund size 

NAV per share 

Total dividend per share         

Share price 

Discount 

Cash and cash equivalents    

Credit line used 

Value of investments 

Unfunded commitments           

Investment level 

Net current assets 
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1. Chairman's report

Dear Valued Investor,

As Chairman of the Board of Princess Private Equity Holding
Limited ("Princess" or "the Company"), I am pleased to present
the 2020 Annual Report and audited consolidated financial
statements.

The COVID-19 pandemic presented an uncertain and chal-
lenging environment for Princess and its portfolio companies
during 2020. In a highly volatile market environment, Princess
recorded a NAV total return of 10.0% for 2020, outperform-
ing the MSCI World index which returned 6.4% for the year
(in EUR). Princess' share price total return over the same
period was 12.4%. The portfolio's exposure to companies in
resilient sectors such as technology, healthcare, and business
services underpinned this outperformance.

Reflecting the uncertain outlook in the first half of the year
the Board, acting on the advice of the Investment Manager,
took the decision to pay a reduced first interim dividend in
order to preserve liquidity in case Princess was required to
support the portfolio. The decision reflected concerns at that
time over the duration and impact of the pandemic on the
global economy and Princess' portfolio companies.

Ultimately, the majority of portfolio companies proved to be
resilient and were able to grow earnings despite the imposi-
tion of government restrictions on the economy. The robust
performance of the portfolio and the re-opening of capital
markets in the second half of the year gave the Board con-
fidence to increase the second interim dividend to its prior
level, resulting in a total dividend for the year of EUR 0.435
per share (2019: EUR 0.58), equivalent to 3.5% of opening
NAV.

The Board recognizes the importance of the dividend for
shareholders and has already provided dividend guidance
for the year ahead. In 2021, the Company intends to distrib-
ute 5% of opening NAV via semi-annual payments in June
and December, and it remains the long-term intention to
maintain this level.

Reflecting the uncertain environment and the focus on pre-
serving liquidity, the Investment Manager remained highly
selective in its investment activity in 2020. The Company
deployed a total of EUR 64.6 million, with the majority of
this invested during the first quarter of the year. In the fourth
quarter, the Company made a EUR 50 million commitment
to Partners Group Direct Equity 2019 program which will
be invested over the next three to four years.

After what has been an extraordinary year, my fellow Direct-
ors and I thank you for the continued trust you have shown
in Princess. While it is likely that the COVID-19 pandemic
will continue to cause disruption for some time, I remain
confident that Princess' portfolio is well positioned to contin-
ue on its growth trajectory in 2021 and beyond.

Richard Battey

Chairman
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Despite a collapse in market transaction volumes during the
onset of the pandemic, Princess reported an increase in
realizations over the full year. The Company received pro-
ceeds of EUR 178.2 million, equivalent to 19.3% of opening
portfolio value. Notable realizations included EUR 97.8 million
from the sale of Princess' stake in Action, which had been
signed in late 2019 and closed during the second quarter of
2020. Capital markets re-opened during the second half of
the year supporting further realization activity. Princess re-
ceived a EUR 6.5 million distribution from its portfolio com-
pany GlobalLogic, a provider of software product engineering
services. Finally, EUR 24.1 million was received from the 

partial realization of PCI Pharma Services, a global provider
of outsourced pharmaceutical supply chain solutions. PCI
provided essential services during the crisis, ensuring life-
saving medicine reached those in need, and the Board and
Investment Manager are proud of the company's contribution
to the global response to the virus. 



2. Private equity market overview

Macroeconomic activity
As the positive economic momentum of the third quarter
carried over into the last quarter of 2020, colder weather in
the Northern Hemisphere coincided with a flare-up in
COVID-19 cases around mid-October. By December, parts
of Europe had started lockdowns of varying degrees, delaying
the recovery in economic growth. Rehiring slowed and Pur-
chasing Manager Indices for the services sector deteriorated
in many countries. On the bright side, several vaccines re-
ceived approvals before year-end. Although the process is
taking longer than hoped, rollout has commenced in many
countries and light is emerging at the end of the tunnel.

Economic momentum in the US has held up better than in
Europe. The US economic outlook has improved following
a USD 900 billion fiscal stimuli package that extends unem-
ployment benefits, provides cash transfer to households, and
supports small businesses and troubled sectors. More stimu-
lus may be expected considering that the Democrats secured
the Presidency and gained Senate majority after winning two
highly contested US Senate seats in Georgia post year end.

In addition to the slowdown in the US and Europe, growth
in emerging economies has eased as newwaves of infections
begin in some emerging markets. Vaccination rollout, which
forms an integral part of the growth outlook, is expected to
take longer in these countries.

Private equity buyout activity
Aggregate global private equity buyout activity for 2020
declined by 6.9% year on year to USD 437.6 billion, as the
number of deals decreased by 4.3% to 5'651, according to
Preqin. Notwithstanding, large-cap and upper mid-cap invest-
ments with a transaction value of more than USD 1 billion
continued to dominate buyout activity, accounting for 62.6%
of aggregate deal value.

North American transactions led global buyout activity,
marking 55.5% of total deal value in 2020. On a year on year
basis, overall buyout activity in the region decreased by 3.9%
to USD 242.9 billion in aggregate across 3'088 transactions.
The largest deal was led by amulti-brand restaurant company,
Inspire Brands, that acquired Dunkin' Brands Group, a fran-
chisor of quick service restaurants, for USD 11.3 billion in-
cluding debt. This created the second-largest acquisition of
a North American restaurant chain in the last ten years.
Drive-through lanes with low touchpoints have aided Dunkin'
and Baskin Robbins' resilience in sales.

Private equity buyout activity in Europe concluded at USD
113.6 billion, falling 15.6% compared to the previous year.
From among the 1'862 transactions during the year, G4S, a
British private security company, agreed to be bought out
for GBP 3.8 billion or USD 5.1 billion by Allied Universal, a
provider of security systems and services. Allied Universal is
backed by private equity owners, Warburg Pincus and Part-
ners Group, as well as Canadian pension fund, Caisse de
Dépôt et Placement du Québec.

Meanwhile, buyout aggregate deal value in Asia grew 6.7%
to USD 67.2 billion year on year, and deal count increased
by 5.8% to 472. Private equity firm Hillhouse Capital Man-
agement has agreed to buy a 6% stake in LONGi Green En-
ergy Technology for CNY 15.8 billion or USD 2.4 billion.
LONGi is a solar panel components maker that supplies about
a quarter of the global demand for monocrystalline high-effi-
ciency solar wafers and modules.

Private equity exit activity
Global private equity exits in 2020 decreased in number by
around 15.7% year on year, to 1'801 transactions totaling
USD 464.1 billion, according to Preqin. Trade sale remains
the most utilized exit strategy, accounting for 36.5% of total
exits by deal count.

North America dominated global private equity exit activity,
reaching 48.4% of total deal count, which was slightly higher
than the preceding year. Aggregate exit value for the region
reached USD 216.4 billion, 25.6%more than the year before.
Thoma Bravo completed the largest exit in the region, which
valued Ellie Mae, a cloud-based platform provider for the
mortgage finance industry, at USD 11.0 billion.

In Europe, the UK and the European Union agreed to a Brexit
trade agreement that covers tariff-free trade on most goods
between the regions, excluding the services trade. Disrup-
tions resulting from the implementation of the new rules may
still occur, and if they do they may magnify the negative im-
pact caused by COVID-19 restrictions. 
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In Europe, deal count declined 23.2% year on year to 663
exits in 2020, which generated an aggregate value of USD
77.5 billion. In November, Italian payments giant Nexi agreed
to acquire its Nordic competitor Nets from its private equity
owners for USD 9.2 billion or EUR 7.8 billion, including EUR
1.8 billion in debt. This deal follows shortly after the all-share
merger between Nexi and its main competitor, SIA, in Octo-
ber.

Exit activity in Asia-Pacific fell by 5.2% year on year to 184
exits, valued at an aggregate of USD 24.1 billion. ADT Caps,
a Korean physical security company, will merge with SK In-
fosec, a South Korean information security company.

IPO activity
In 2020, the spring initial public offering ("IPO") window was
cut short by the global pandemic. However, equity markets
recovered in the second half of 2020, reviving the IPO mar-
ket, particularly in the US and Asia. Notably, key drivers of
IPO activity were technology, e-commerce, and healthcare
IPOs, as well as special purpose acquisition companies
(SPACs) activity in the US. PwC reported that there were
1'415 IPOs (including follow-on offerings) in 2020, raising a
total of USD 331.3 billion, representing a year on year in-
crease of 36.1% and 66.3% from 2019, respectively. In the
fourth quarter alone, public listings via SPACs, mainly in the
US, accounted for 30% of proceeds.

For the full-year 2020, IPOs in the Americas more than
doubled in number to 513 while proceeds grew 156.5% to
USD 190.1 billion year on year. High-profile IPOs in
December concluded a strong year of IPO activity - Airbnb,
a vacation rental online marketplace company based in the
US, and DoorDash, an American food delivery service, raised
USD 3.8 billion and USD 3.4 billion, respectively. SPACs
raised USD 83.1 billion in 2020, including Pershing Square
Tontine, a blank check company started by Pershing Square
Capital Management, a hedge fund manager, which became
the largest SPAC IPO in history with its USD 4.0 billion listing.

IPO activity in the Europe, Middle East, and Africa ("EMEA")
region for 2020 gained momentum in the fourth quarter
where approximately 50% of 2020 IPOs were launched. Al-
though 29.5% more IPOs came to market compared to last
year, overall proceeds of USD 28.1 billion were 47.3% lower
than the prior year. However, it is worth noting that the listing
of Saudi Aramco, a Saudi Arabian public petroleum and nat-
ural gas company, raised USD 25.6 billion in 2019. In the
region, a pure-play coffee and tea group, JDE Peet's May
listing on the Euronext Amsterdam brought in the highest
proceeds of USD 2.9 billion.

In the Asia-Pacific region, investors' appetite for IPOs picked
up in the second half of 2020. IPO deal count rose 11.4%
year on year to 735, while proceeds increased substantially
by 57.7% to USD 113.1 billion. The largest IPO in the region
was Beijing-Shanghai High Speed Railway, whose listing on
the Shanghai Stock Exchange raised USD 4.4 billion.

Fundraising activity
Private equity fundraising volume declined in 2020, falling
13.6% year on year to USD 612.5 billion across 1'427 funds,
according to Preqin. The ten largest funds raised a total of
USD 117.1 billion, led by CVC Capital Partners Fund VIII,
with a fund size of USD 23.9 billion. Meanwhile, private
equity dry powder reached a new record of USD 1.8 trillion
as of December 2020.

North America-focused funds stayed in the lead globally,
raising USD 369.5 billion in capital across 761 funds. Al-
though 18% fewer funds closed in 2020, total capital raised
dropped 13.9% year on year, indicating that average fund
sizes continue to grow. Despite the global pandemic, Silver
Lake Partners held the region's biggest close and exceeded
its fundraising target for its sixth flagship offering, Fund VI.
The tech-focused private equity fund closed at around USD
20 billion, or USD 5 billion more than its 2016 predecessor
fund.

Europe-focused fundraising ended the year with a total of
USD 141.2 billion in investor commitments. Aggregate cap-
ital raised rose by 29.7%, while the number of funds de-
creased by 13.4%. Of the 232 funds that held their final
closing in 2020, the abovementioned CVC Capital Partners
Fund VIII was the largest.

Asia-focused funds raised USD 81.3 billion or 47.3% less
capital than in 2019. The number of funds fell in tandem by
42.0% to 325, with only four funds raising more than USD
2.0 billion. The largest fund that held its final closing was
MBK Partners V, managed by a South Korean GP, closing at
USD 6.5 billion.

Outlook
Partners Group maintains a positive outlook for 2021. Reim-
posed lockdowns are delaying the recovery, but we remain
convinced that pent-up demand will drive growth when re-
strictions are lifted. However, downside risks remain present.

The nature of the investment opportunities that we are
pursuing in a post-COVID-19 environment have not changed,
but sharpened. We continue to look for resilient, high cash
flow-generating assets with above-average profit margins
and growth potential driven by secular trends. We also focus
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on the visibility of organic growth, consolidation potential,
and downside protection. In this context, we may accept
higher prices if we have strong conviction about future
growth and resilience. For 2021, we remain positive on the
mid-cap sector, where we will emphasize building growth
and resilience in targeted market segments that benefit from

transformative tailwinds. We continue to be overweight in
healthcare and business services globally. By contrast, we
remain cautious on industrials in the US because of their
cyclical nature and focus on companies with limited exposure
to GDP fluctuations.

Sources: Bloomberg; Preqin "2020 Buyout Deals, Exits and Fundraising" 
; PwC Global IPO Watch Q4 2020; Evercore 2020 Year End Secondary  
Market Survey Results, January 2021; Partners Group Research. 
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3. Investment Manager’s report

Resilient NAV development in 2020
During 2020, global economic growth was heavily impacted
by COVID-19 and the imposition of government restrictions
to contain the spread of the virus. Capital markets experi-
enced heightened volatility, particularly during the early days
of the pandemic. Despite this challenging environment, the
net asset value ("NAV") of Princess Private Equity Holding
Limited ("Princess" or "the Company") increased by +10.0%
on a total return basis, closing the year at EUR 13.35 per
share. Share price total return over the same period was
+12.4%, reflecting a narrowing of the Company's discount
to NAV.

Portfolio developments (+14.5%) were the main driver of
NAV growth in 2020, while currency movements were neg-
ative (-1.5%). The largest contributors to Princess' NAV
growth in 2020were the investments in PCI Pharma Services
("PCI"), GlobalLogic, and Foncia.

● PCI PHARMA SERVICES

PCI, a US-based provider of outsourced pharmaceutical ser-
vices, was amongst the largest performance drivers. During
the COVID-19 global health crisis, PCI proved itself as an
essential partner in the pharmaceutical supply chain, respond-
ing with a high degree of flexibility to address urgent custom-
er needs and supporting its pharmaceutical and biotech
customers across drug development and commercialization

to address the pandemic. Since Partners Group acquired the
business in 2016, EBITDA has increased by a CAGR of
15.6%, supported by multiple bolt-on acquisitions, synergies
achieved from these acquisitions, and margin expansion res-
ulting from operational improvements.

● FONCIA

Foncia, a France-based property management and real estate
services provider, was positively revalued on the back of
healthy financial performance and an increase in the valuation
multiple applied, in line with market comparables. Foncia
continues to steadily ramp up its activities following the
COVID-19-related disruptions earlier in the year, generating
positive revenue growth for the twelve months ended 31

PRINCESS PRIVATE EQUITY HOLDING LIMITED

NAV PERFORMANCE* 

*As per reporting date. The Princess performance is calculated on a total return basis.
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● GLOBALLOGIC

GlobalLogic, a provider of outsourced software product en-
gineering services, benefitted from remote working setups,
lockdowns, and social distancing measures that have acceler-
ated the pace of digital adoption, driving demand for the
services provided by GlobalLogic. During November, Global-
Logic acquired ECS Group, a London-based cloud digital
solutions provider with a focus on digital engineering, data
analytics, and customer experience. ECS strengthens Global-
Logic's footprint in the U.K. and expands the company's fin-
ancial services customer base and capabilities.



August 2020, while maintaining an EBITDAmargin of around
25%. There is no expected long-term COVID-19 impact on
the business given that the majority of the revenue is recur-
ring, driven by its stock of more than two million properties
under management.

Investment activity
Partners Group remained highly selective in its investment
activity during 2020, deploying a total of EUR 64.6 million
of behalf of Princess (2019: EUR 69.3 million). Princess made
four new investments during the year, as well as several add-
on investments in portfolio companies Ammega, Permotio
International Learning (trading as International Schools Part-
nership), and SPi Global to finance M&A activity. Partners
Group continues to advise its portfolio companies on such
acquisitions to generate synergies and drive top-line growth
with the aim of capitalizing on potentially depressed valu-
ations caused by the crisis.

Total investments for 2020

The largest new investments in the second half of the year
were:

● ROVENSA

In 2020, EUR 6.7 million was invested in Rovensa, a leading
provider of specialty crop nutrition, biocontrol, and crop
protection products. The company has approximately 1'440
employees and works with over 1'000 customers in more
than 80 countries. Food production has been mostly uninter-
rupted during the pandemic given sustained demand for
food, stability of food prices, and the desire of governments
to ensure a robust food supply chain. Following the acquisi-
tion, Partners Group will work closely with Rovensa to con-
tinue developing its biological solutions portfolio and to pos-
ition the business as a clear global leader, while focusing on
a variety of strategic topics, from sales efficiency to product
development.

● PG DIRECT 2019 EQUITY COMMITMENT

Princess made a EUR 50 million commitment to Partners
Group Direct Equity 2019 program ("the Program") in Octo-
ber. Princess funded an initial capital call of EUR 8.1 million
in October, gaining additional exposure to the Program's seed
portfolio of five companies: Blue River PetCare, Confluent
Health, EyeCare Partners, Rovensa, and Schleich. This sup-
plements Princess' existing exposure to the companies
through earlier co-investments made alongside the Program.
The remaining commitments to the Program are expected
to be called over the next three to four years.

Distribution activity
During 2020, Princess received realization proceeds of EUR
178.2 million (2019: EUR 104.1 million), equivalent to 19.3%
of opening portfolio value. Direct investments were the main
contributors, accounting for EUR 152.1 million of distribu-
tions and in line with Princess' investment focus.

PRINCESS PRIVATE EQUITY HOLDING LIMITED
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Total distributions for 2020

● PCI PHARMA SERVICES

In December, Princess received distributions of EUR 24.1
million from the partial realization of PCI at a multiple of over
4x invested capital. Princess, alongside other Partners Group
clients, will retain a meaningful minority equity stake to par-
ticipate in the future growth of the company.

● GLOBALLOGIC

A distribution of EUR 6.5 million was received from Global-
Logic, a global provider of software product engineering
services. GlobalLogic remains conservatively capitalized with
cash available to support the company's ongoing M&A pro-
gram.

The remaining balance of EUR 147.6 million was received
from the other private equity direct investments and the
legacy fund portfolio, including EUR 97.8m from the previ-
ously-reported exit of Action at a multiple of over 35x inves-
ted capital. A further EUR 5.7 million was received from the



sale of Princess' remaining shares in quoted holding Ceridian,
marking a full exit at an investment multiple of 3.7x. Finally,
Princess received EUR 13.7 million from its mature legacy
fund portfolio, which is in run-off and continues to generate
steady distributions.

Share price development and dividend
Princess' share price increased by +28.9% on a total return
basis during the second half of the year, recovering from the
sharp correction observed in March and resulting in a total
return of +12.4% for 2020.

The Company paid a reduced total dividend of EUR 0.435
(2019: EUR 0.58) per share during the year, with liquidity
preserved during the onset of the pandemic to enable the
Company to support its portfolio companies if required, and
to protect long-term value for shareholders. The portfolio's
exposure to companies with resilient business models in
sectors such as technology, healthcare, and business meant
that the impact of the pandemic was limited in the majority
of cases, allowing the Company to increase the second inter-
im dividend to the same level as the prior year. The Invest-
ment Manager is confident in the outlook for the portfolio
and the Company's ability to pay future dividends even in
the event of continued lockdowns.

Prior to 2020, the Company had a long-term dividend object-
ive to distribute 5−8% of NAV p.a. via semi-annual payments.
In practice, payments had been at the lower end of the range
in recent years, and it was felt that greater clarity could be
provided for shareholders by removing the upper end of the
range, while continuing to pay an attractive dividend. Starting
in 2021, the Company intends to distribute 5% of opening
NAV, via semi-annual payments in June and December.

Liquidity and unfunded commitments
Princess' net liquidity position increased substantially to EUR
19.9 million over the year (2019: EUR -52.7 million). The
Company increased the size of its credit facility from EUR
50 to EUR 80million during the year and extended its matur-
ity to 2024, providing access to additional liquidity. At year-
end, the full balance of EUR 80 million remained undrawn.

Total unfunded commitments at 31 December 2020
amounted to EUR 106.6 million (2019: EUR 79.6 million), of
which EUR 62.8 million are considered "active" and are ex-
pected to be called over the next three to four years. The
remaining commitments are to funds which have completed
their investment periods and are therefore not anticipated
to be called in full. In line with the strategy to focus on direct
investments, no new third-party fund commitments were
made.

Outlook
Partners Group maintains a positive outlook for 2021. Re-
imposed lockdowns may delay the recovery, but we remain
convinced that pent-up demand will drive growth when re-
strictions are lifted.We continue to focus our sourcing efforts
on assets where growth is underpinned by transformative
trends, many of which have been amplified by the COVID-
19 crisis. The crisis has not materially altered our investment
strategy, and we continue to avoid investing in companies
whose profitability is subject to COVID-19 or macro devel-
opments, both of which are outside our control. Moreover,
we continue to rigorously apply asset-testing scenarios to
build comfort around risks to growth and valuations. All in-
vestment opportunities must be able to navigate a range of
economic scenarios, and we continue to factor in multiple
contractions for the majority of our assets over our holding
period. We continue to build resilient companies by taking
a hands-on approach to value creation and are confident
that Princess' portfolio is well positioned to navigate poten-
tially uncertain times ahead.

Partners Group AG 

Investment Manager
Zug, 19 March 2021 
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4. Environmental, Social, and Governance ("ESG")

The Company shares and is aligned with the purpose, culture, and values adopted by Partners Group in their charter and as
given in their Corporate Sustainability Report, both of which are available at their website www.partnersgroup.com.

Partners Group is fully committed to investing Princess' shareholders' capital in a responsible manner, systematically integrating
ESG considerations throughout the investment process. Partners Group was one of the first private markets investment
managers to sign the United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment ("UN PRI") and today applies its proprietary Re-
sponsible Investment Policy and Methodology to each investment opportunity. Partners Group believes this approach not
only protects, but also creates, value for shareholders. The integration of material ESG factors into its investment processes
is a core part of Partners Group's fiduciary duty to act in the best interests of its clients and their beneficiaries and has the
potential to mitigate investment risk and enhance investment returns.

Responsible Investment Policy and Methodology

Partners Group's Responsible Investment Policy highlights two objectives of integrating ESG factors into the investment process:

● ENHANCE INVESTMENT RETURNS AND PROTECT VALUE FOR CLIENTS.

● ENSURE THAT THE COMPANIES ANDASSETS INWHICH PARTNERS GROUP INVESTSONBEHALFOF ITS CLIENTS
RESPECT, AND IDEALLY BENEFIT, THEIR STAKEHOLDERS, SOCIETY, AND THE ENVIRONMENT.

To achieve these objectives Partners Group has developed specific tools and processes to ensure a thorough integration of
ESG factors.

During ownership, Partners Group initiates projects in its portfolio companies and assets to improve their performance in
managing ESG factors and integrate reporting on their ESG performance into its annual Corporate Sustainability Report and
quarterly client reporting.

PRINCESS PRIVATE EQUITY HOLDING LIMITED
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For each investment opportunity, its investment teams are required to identify and consider the relevant ESG factors during
due diligence through its proprietary ESG Due Diligence Assessment. The ESG & Sustainability team supports the investment
teams in assessing the weight that should be given to these considerations and in identifying potential ESG risks and value
creation opportunities.

http://www.partnersgroup.com


Responsible Investment Screening Framework
Partners Group's Responsible Investment Screening Framework provides investment professionals with a clear basis for assessing
the potential ethical or reputational risk of a given investment. It applies to all investment decisions and addresses both the
products or services a company provides and the overall integrity of its business practices.

Partners Group is committed to making investments only if these have either a neutral or positive impact on society and the
environment, or if it believes that a business or asset's potentially negative practices can be improved through responsible
ownership.

ESG integration
Partners Group's active ownership approach provides the opportunity to create, as well as protect, value from ESG
factors. Partners Group has integrated ESG management into the investment process by firstly identifying the material ESG
factors during due diligence, on-boarding management teams in the first 100 days to its ESG approach, and then overseeing
ESG engagement at the board level year on year during the ownership period.

ESG topics which are likely to be material across industry verticals are energy management, employee engagement and retention,
ethical supply chains, employee health and safety, cybersecurity, and business continuity.

PRINCESS PRIVATE EQUITY HOLDING LIMITED
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Three examples of ESG integration in Princess' portfolio are provided below:

● GLOBALLOGIC

GlobalLogic is a global provider of software product engineering services. Employee engagement, retention, and growth are
key focus areas for GlobalLogic. The company took a number of steps in 2020 to improve the retention rate and enhance the
employee experience. For example, GlobalLogic conducted an employee engagement survey in early 2020, which suggested
that performance feedback is an area of improvement for the company. Following the results of the survey, GlobalLogic
launched an internal task force focused on revamping the feedback approach and ensuring that it is a two-way process between
employees and their managers. Part of GlobalLogic's goal to improve the employee experience is to advance diversity and in-
clusion within the company. As a global firm, the company's primary diversity and inclusion focus is on women in technology.
GlobalLogic is taking a nuanced approach to diversity and inclusion, tailored to the different needs across several regions. For
example, the company enhanced parental leave benefits for its employees in the US, where maternity leave was increased
from 8 to 12 weeks, while parental leave increased from 2 to 4 weeks, with the goal of further enhancing these benefits in
the coming years. GlobalLogic's diversity and inclusion initiatives in the US also include race and ethnicity. The company is
actively building its strategy and capabilities in this area.



● VISHAL MEGAMART

Headquartered in Delhi, India, Vishal Mega Mart ("Vishal") is the leading franchiser of value-focused hypermarket stores with
more than 390 franchisee stores across India. As part of its response to mitigate the impact of the pandemic, Vishal has
partnered with hospitals and diagnostic companies to ensure the welfare of its employees and continuity of operations. In
particular, the partnership helps Vishal to support employees with free testing and care in case of COVID-19 infection. As
Vishal continues its growth and expansion in India, energy efficiency remains a material topic for its vast network of stores
across the country. Last year, Vishal continued the installation of rooftop solar energy modules to shift most of its storefront
energy usage to renewable sources. The first phase of the project covers Vishal stores in eight states. As of the third quarter
of 2020, approximately 10% of Vishal stores have installed rooftop solar energy modules. Vishal strives to be a leader on the
issues of labor rights and equal opportunities. During the reporting period, Vishal continued to carry out trainings and employment
of differently abled individuals across the organization. As of the third quarter of 2020, there were approximately 1'000 differently
abled employees at Vishal. Because of these initiatives, the company has been awarded the Helen Keller Award for five con-
secutive years.

● SCHLEICH

Schleich is an iconic toy brand that specializes in figurines and playsets. Internationally renowned for quality life-like animal
figurines, Schleich's products are primarily marketed to children from three to 12 years old. In 2020, Schleich completed its
first assessment of the company's scope 1 and 2 emissions in Germany. As an immediate measure resulting from this analysis,
Schleich switched to green energy at its headquarters in Schwäbisch-Gmünd and its logistics center in Gügling. Through this
initiative, the company is expected to reduce its carbon intensity (tCO2e per USD million revenue) by more than 80% by the
end of 2020, significantly outperforming its initial target of 65% reduction for the year. As a responsible manufacturer of
children toys, Schleich closely monitors the environmental footprint of its operations. In 2020, the company made significant
effort to improve its waste management system. Throughout the year, more than 99% of the waste generated at Schleich's
headquarters and its logistics center was successfully diverted from landfills.
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5. Portfolio composition
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Development of net cash flows
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Asset allocation as per the reporting date; the portfolio composition may change over time. 
 
As per the reporting date and based on available information. Weighted average figures for a sample of direct equity investments based on avai-    
lable information. Valuation metrics which are based on EV/EBITDA include all direct equity investments (full sample represents 42 companies;     
80.8% of NAV). Performance metrics include acquired EBITDA but exclude certain direct equity investments where new capital was required to   
fund  transformational M&A, or for which comparable annual figures are not available (sample represents 40 companies; 78.0% of NAV).  
 
The above allocations are provided for additional investor information only and do not necessarily constitute nor are necessarily managed as se-    
parate reportable segments by the Investment Manager or the Company.  
 
Within section five, "Investments" refers to the value of the investments. The total of the investment portfolio excludes cash and cash equivalents. 
 



6. Portfolio overview

Fifty largest direct investments (in EUR)

Since inception

% of NAVNet asset valueResidual costInvestment
year

Financing categoryRegional focusIndustry sectorInvestment

14.6%134'926'18048'593'3062013GrowthWEUConsumer discretionaryInternational Schools Partnership

6.4%58'670'36419'469'8782016Small/Mid-capWEUFinancialsFoncia

14'870'7802018Small/Mid-capNAMInformation technologyGlobalLogic

3.6%32'855'53614'092'3852014Special situationsROWEnergyFermaca

3.5%32'551'84125'912'8442018Small/Mid-capWEUIndustrialsAmmega (Megadyne - Ammeraal Beltech)

3.3%30'297'21911'399'5162015Small/Mid-capNAMConsumer discretionaryKinderCare Education

3.2%29'788'02319'244'0612017Large/mega-large-capWEUIndustrialsTechemMetering GmbH

3.2%29'745'67413'239'7172018Small/Mid-capAPCConsumer discretionaryVishal Mega Mart

3.1%28'892'47911'825'2652017Small/Mid-capWEUHealthcareCerba HealthCare

2.8%26'002'76513'622'6892018Small/Mid-capNAMMaterialsSRS Distribution, Inc.

2.6%23'576'75010'053'3422017Large/mega-large-capWEUInformation technologyCPA Global (Clarivate merger)

2.5%23'245'27118'868'0242018Large/mega-large-capNAMConsumer staplesHearthside Food Solutions

2.3%20'779'07811'257'5412013Small/Mid-capWEUInformation technologyCivica

2.0%18'303'1622016Small/Mid-capNAMHealthcarePCI Pharma Services

1.9%17'941'66716'609'0082020Small/Mid-capNAMHealthcareEyeCare Partners

1.9%17'648'08810'750'5112017Small/Mid-capNAMUtilitiesUnited States Infrastructure Corporation

1.9%17'278'1692012Small/Mid-capWEUFinancialsGlobal Blue

1.8%16'930'0095'146'7062014Small/Mid-capWEUConsumer staplesHofmann Menue Manufaktur

1.7%15'626'3596'225'4112017Large/mega-large-capWEUHealthcareSTADA Arzneimittel AG

1.4%13'236'9177'379'5722019Small/Mid-capNAMInformation technologyIdera Inc.

5.7% 

0 

0 
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Since inception

% of NAVNet asset valueResidual costInvestment
year

Financing categoryRegional focusIndustry sectorInvestment

1.4%12'503'4329'811'1812016Small/Mid-capAPCConsumer discretionaryGuardian Childcare & Education

1.3%12'267'9219'779'1442020Large/mega-large-capWEUHealthcareGalderma

1.3%11'649'10711'209'4802016Large/mega-large-capNAMInformation technologyeResearch Technology, Inc.

1.2%11'489'1437'768'3832014Small/Mid-capWEUHealthcareVoyage Care

1.2%11'378'3078'924'6762012Large/mega-large-capNAMIndustrialsAlliedUniversal

1.1%10'166'0268'147'3222019Small/Mid-capNAMFinancialsConvex Group Limited

1.1%10'149'59421'870'6862015Small/Mid-capNAMMaterialsForm Technologies

1.1%10'064'0715'735'4622015Small/Mid-capNAMConsumer staplesPartners Group Pacific Restaurant Holdings

1.0%9'446'0579'175'0002019Large/mega-large-capWEUConsumer discretionaryAxel Springer SE

1.0%9'279'9074'979'6512017Small/Mid-capAPCInformation technologySPi Global

1.0%9'237'02240'801Large/mega-large-capNAMHealthcareMultiPlan 2016

n.a.n.a.6'323'6832014MezzanineWEUConsumer staplesCaffe Nero

1.0%9'148'08010'594'3952016Large/mega-large-capWEUInformation technologyIDEMIA

1.0%9'109'7994'517'0042016Small/Mid-capROWConsumer staplesHortifruti

0.9%8'356'3469'684'2282013Small/Mid-capWEUHealthcarePharmaceutical developer

0.9%8'260'0145'504'7902019Small/Mid-capNAMHealthcareBlue River PetCare, LLC

n.a.n.a.15'831'4022020Special situationsNAMHealthcareEnvision Healthcare

n.a.n.a.n.a.2013Small/Mid-capAPCTelecommunication servicesCSS Corp Technologies (Mauritius) Limited

0.7%6'791'0835'680'8882018Small/Mid-capAPCIndustrialsTrimco Joint-investment 2018

0.7%6'643'5966'672'8332020Large/mega-large-capWEUMaterialsRovensa

0.6%5'994'9981'552'5142011Small/Mid-capNAMConsumer discretionaryBarBri

0.6%5'909'2148'323'5092018Small/Mid-capWEUHealthcareAmann Girrbach

0.6%5'602'9143'728'0172015Small/Mid-capWEUConsumer discretionaryTOUS

2016 
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Since inception

% of NAVNet asset valueResidual costInvestment
year

Financing categoryRegional focusIndustry sectorInvestment

0.6%5'569'9614'014'7242019Small/Mid-capNAMHealthcareConfluent Health

0.6%5'342'1513'456'1362019Small/Mid-capWEUConsumer discretionarySchleich GmbH

n.a.n.a.4'294'1502016Special situationsWEUMaterialsLogoplaste

0.5%5'007'8434'284'5922017Special situationsWEUConsumer staplesProsol

0.5%4'828'5976'856'2422018Small/Mid-capWEUInformation technologySHL

0.5%4'749'0321'346'7322013GrowthROWConsumer discretionaryGrupo SBF

0.5%4'649'4704'258'2912006Special situationsWEUConsumer discretionaryEuropean Sports Rights Company

92.5% 854'604'961 482'926'475 

The portfolio's holdings are ranked by percentage of net asset value. Some names and figures (marked "n.a.") may not be disclosed for confidentiality reasons. Furthermore, some investments have
been made through Partners Group pooling vehicles at no additional fees. The portfolio overview of Princess has been prepared on a look through basis, although the audited consolidated statementof 
financial position includes the valuation of certain Partners Group investment vehicles. Residual cost is the initial investment cost after receipt of distributions from such an investment until the endof 
the reporting period. Negative residual costs (receipt of distributions > initial investment cost) will result in an amount of zero. 

Total fifty direct investments 
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Twenty largest fund investments (in EUR)

Since inception

% of NAVNet asset valueUnfunded
commitments

VintageFinancing categoryRegional focusInvestment

0.9%8'109'89949'0442008Venture capitalROWAnonymized Emerging Markets Venture Fund 2

0.3%2'677'74202008GrowthWEUIndex Ventures Growth I (Jersey), L.P.

0.3%2'541'5921'495'8312000Venture capitalNAMINVESCO Venture Partnership Fund II-A, L.P.

0.2%1'894'697826'7872007Small/Mid-capWEUAnonymized European Buyout Fund 7

0.2%1'752'234118'6822006Venture capitalNAMSV Life Sciences Fund IV, L.P.

0.2%1'593'37627'8932007Special situationsWEUInnisfree PFI Secondary Fund

0.2%1'459'585627'8732005Small/Mid-capNAMSterling Investment Partners II, L.P.

0.1%1'328'9451'759'0562008Special situationsWEUPartners Group Global Real Estate 2008, L.P.

0.1%1'294'26002000Small/Mid-capROWExxel Capital Partners VI, L.P.

0.1%1'154'987188'1922007Special situationsNAMMatlinPatterson Global Opportunities Partners III

0.1%804'65902000Venture capitalROWPitango Venture Capital Fund III

0.1%768'47302009Venture capitalAPCCapital Today China Growth Fund II, L.P.

0.1%758'72797'6872007Small/Mid-capROWRussia Partners III, L.P.

0.1%656'658202'0752008Special situationsNAMAlinda Infrastructure Parallel Fund II, L.P.

0.1%647'319195'8332008GrowthWEUSummit Partners Europe Private Equity Fund, L.P.

0.1%570'41661'0792012Small/Mid-capWEUQuadriga Capital Private Equity Fund IV L.P.

0.1%538'382635'7972008Special situationsNAMAres Corporate Opportunities Fund III, L.P.
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Since inception

% of NAVNet asset valueUnfunded
commitments

VintageFinancing categoryRegional focusInvestment

n.a.n.a.n.a.2010Small/Mid-capAPCPeepul Capital Fund III, LLC

0.1%516'86002008Venture capitalWEUSofinnova Capital VI FCPR

0.1%514'2857'8052009Small/Mid-capROWHelios Investors II, L.P.

3.2%29'583'0956'293'634

The portfolio's holdings are ranked by percentage of net asset value. Some names and figures (marked "n.a.") may not be disclosed for confidentiality reasons. Furthermore, some investments have
been made through Partners Group pooling vehicles at no additional fees. The portfolio overview of Princess has been prepared on a look through basis, although the audited consolidated statement
of financial position includes the valuation of certain Partners Group investment vehicles. Remaining net asset value is the net asset value of primary and secondary investments after receipt of
distributions from such investments until the end of the reporting period.

Total twenty fund investments 
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7. Structural overview

Princess Private Equity Holding Limited is a Guernsey-re-
gistered private equity holding company founded in May
1999 that invests in private market investments. In 1999
Princess raised USD 700 million through the issue of a con-
vertible bond and invested the capital by way of commit-
ments to private equity partnerships. The convertible bond
was converted into shares in December 2006. Concurrently,
the investment guidelines were amended and the reporting
currency changed from the US dollar to Euro. The Princess
shares were introduced for trading on the Frankfurt Stock
Exchange (trading symbol: PEY1) on 13 December 2006 and
on the London Stock Exchange (trading symbol: PEY) on 1
November 2007. Princess consolidated all trading activity to
the London Stock Exchange on 6December 2012 and ceased
being listed on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange.

On 6 September 2017, the Company announced the inten-
tion to introduce an additional market quote in Sterling
(trading symbol: PEYS) for its existing ordinary shares on the
London Stock Exchange, alongside the Company's existing
Euro market quote. The purpose of the introduction of the
Sterling quote was to broaden the potential ownership of
the Company's ordinary shares. Following the introduction
of the Sterling quote, which was admitted for trading on 8

PRINCESS PRIVATE EQUITY HOLDING LIMITED
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September 2017, shareholders have the option to make a
dividend currency election to receive dividends in Sterling.
For the avoidance of doubt, all dividends continue to be de-
clared in Euros and the default currency for dividend pay-
ments remains Euros.

Princess aims to provide shareholders with long-term capital
growth and an attractive dividend yield. The Company's in-
vestments are managed on a discretionary basis by Partners
Group AG (prior to 1 July 2020 by Princess Management
Limited, a wholly owned subsidiary of Partners GroupHolding
AG). The Investment Manager is responsible for, inter alia,
selecting, acquiring, and disposing of investments and carrying
out financing and cash management services.

Partners Group AG is a global private markets investment
management firm with EUR 109 billion in investment pro-
grams under management in private equity, private debt,
private real estate, and private infrastructure. Through the
management agreement, Princess benefits from the global
presence, size, and experience of the investment team and
relationships with many of the world's leading private equity
firms.



8. Company information

Princess Private Equity Holding LimitedCompany

EuroCurrency denomination

Princess intends to pay a dividend of 5% p.a. on opening NAVDividends

No incentive fee on primary investments; 10% incentive fee per secondary
investment; 15% incentive fee per direct investment; subject in each case to
a 8% p.a. preferred return (with catch-up)

Incentive fee

1999Incorporation

JPMorgan Cazenove
Numis Securities Ltd.

Joint corporate brokers

London Stock ExchangeListing

Management fee

Securities

Guernsey company, authorized closed-ended fund in GuernseyStructure

ISIN (Euro and Sterling Quote): GG00B28C2R28
WKN (Euro and Sterling Quote): A0M5MA
Trading symbol (Euro Quote): PEY
Bloomberg (Euro Quote): PEY LN
Reuters (Euro Quote): PEY.L
Trading symbol (Sterling Quote): PEYS
Bloomberg (Sterling Quote): PEYS LN
Reuters (Sterling Quote): PEYS.L

Trading information

Each ordinary registered share represents one voting rightVoting rights

1.5% p.a. of the higher of NAV or value of Princess' assets less any temporary      

investments plus unfunded commitments. With effect from 1 July 2020 unfun-   

ded commitments in respect of Primary and Secondary investments are excluded. 

 

Fully paid-up ordinary registered shares 
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9. Board of Directors

Richard Battey
(appointed 28 May 2009)
Richard Battey (British, born 1952) is a resident of Guernsey.
He is a Non-Executive Director of a number of investment
companies and funds including Pershing Square Holdings
Limited, which is listed on both the London Stock Exchange
and Euronext in Amsterdam. He is a Chartered Accountant
having qualified with Baker Sutton & Co. in London in 1977.
Richard was formerly Chief Financial Officer of CanArgo
Energy Corporation. Prior to that role he spent 27 years with
the Schroder Group and worked first in London with J. Henry
Schroder Wagg & Co. Limited and Schroder Investment
Management and then in Guernsey, as a director of Schroders
(C.I.) Limited from April 1994 to December 2004, where he
served as Finance Director and Chief Operating Officer. He
was a director of Schroder Group Guernsey companies cov-
ering banking, investment management, trusts, insurance,
and private equity administration, retiring from his last Sch-
roder directorship in December 2008.

Steve Le Page
(appointed 1 October 2017)
Steve Le Page (British, born 1956) is a Chartered Accountant
and a Chartered Tax Adviser. Mr. Le Page was a partner with
PwC in the Channel Islands from 1994 until his retirement
in September 2013. During his career his main role was as
an audit partner working with a wide variety of financial
services businesses and structures, including many listed in-
vestment funds. Mr. Le Page also led that firm's Audit and
Advisory businesses for approximately ten years, and for five
of those years was the Senior Partner (equivalent to Execut-
ive Chairman) for the Channel Islands firm. Since his retire-
ment, Mr. Le Page has built a small portfolio of Non-Executive
Director roles, including the listed funds Highbridge Multi-
Strategy Fund Limited, Volta Finance Limited, Channel Islands
Property Fund Limited, and Tufton Oceanic Assets Limited,
all of which he serves as Chairman of the Audit Committee.
He is a past Chairman of the Guernsey International Business
Association and a past President of the Guernsey Society of
Chartered and Certified Accountants

Fionnuala Carvill
(appointed 1 September 2018)
Fionnuala Carvill (British, born 1964) is a Chartered Fellow
of The Chartered Institute for Securities & Investment; a
Fellow of the London Institute of Banking & Finance
(Chartered Institute of Bankers); a Fellow of ICSA: The Gov-
ernance Institute and a Chartered Governance Professional.
Ms Carvill is a Non-Executive Director of Investec Bank

(Channel Islands) Limited and The Chartered Institute for
Securities & Investment. Previous executive positions held
include Managing Director of Kleinwort Benson (Channel
Islands) Investment Management Limited, Director of Klein-
wort Benson (Channel Islands) Limited, Commission Secretary
and Head of Innovation at the Guernsey Financial Services
Commission, and Director of Rothschild Bank (CI) Limited.
Ms Carvill is a past President and committee member of The
Chartered Institute for Securities & Investment, Guernsey
Branch, a Liveryman of theWorshipful Company of Interna-
tional Bankers, and was granted Freedom of the City of
London in 2007. She holds a Master's degree in Corporate
Governance (Distinction).

Felix Haldner
(appointed 23 August 2017)
Felix Haldner (Swiss, born 1963) is responsible for strategic
client development in Europe, based in Zug. Felix also sits
on the boards of a number of Partners Group-affiliated
companies as an operating director. Previously, he served as
Head of the Investment Structures business department and
was a member of the Global Executive Board. He has been
with Partners Group since 2001 and has more than 30 years
of industry experience. Prior to joining the firm, he was a
partner at PwCwhere he advised clients from the insurance,
asset management, and private equity industries. He holds
a master's degree in business law from the University of St.
Gallen (HSG), Switzerland. He sits on the board of the Swiss
Asset Management Association and has been its president
for six years.

Henning von der Forst
(appointed 13 November 2012)
Henning von der Forst (German, born 1955) is a Member of
the Supervisory Board of the Nuremberger Life and non-life
insurance company and of various investment trusts and in-
vestment companies. Previously he served as a Member of
the Executive Board of Directors as Chief Investment Officer
of Nuremberger Insurance Group. There he was responsible
for the Asset Management, Banking Services and Treasury,
Investor Relations and International Relations from 1992
until his retirement in 2015. Prior to this, he worked as a
marketing manager at SBCI Swiss Bank Corporation Invest-
ment Banking, London, and as Head of the Group Treasury
and Finance Department with VIAG Aktiengesellschaft, Bonn
(E.on today). He holds a master's degree in business admin-
istration from the University of Münster.
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Merise Wheatley
(appointed 1 September 2018)
Merise Wheatley (British, born 1958) has over thirty years’
experience at Board level in risk financing and insurance
management. She is a Fellow of the Association of Chartered
Certified Accountants, having completed her training with
Abbey Life Assurance and National Mutual Life Association
of Australasia in the UK, and qualified in 1982.

In addition to her directorship of Princess Private Equity
Holding Limited, Merise serves as a director on the boards
of a number of non-listed regulated insurance entities in
Guernsey. From 1988 until June 2019 Merise worked for a
number of leading insurance management service providers

in Cayman, Guernsey and Malta, including Artex Risk Solu-
tions, Heath Lambert, Marsh and Johnson & Higgins,
providing strategic and operational insurance management
services and serving as executive director to a portfolio of
client insurance companies.

Merise is a past Chairman of the Guernsey International In-
surance Association. In 2007 she achieved the Diploma in
Company Direction awarded by the UK Institute of Directors.
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10. Directors' report

10.1 Directors

The Directors present their report and audited consolidated financial statements for the period from 1 January to 31
December 2020.

Directors

R. Battey (Chairman)
F. Carvill
F. Haldner
S. Le Page
H. von der Forst
M. Wheatley

The Board, roles, and committees

The Board consists of six directors, all of whom are non-executive. The independent Chairman of the Board is Mr. Battey, who
was appointed to the role on 1 September 2018. As Chairman, he is responsible for leading meetings of the Board to ensure
that they are efficient and effective, promoting the long-term sustainable success of Princess Private Equity Holding Limited
(the "Company"), generating value for shareholders (as disclosed in the Strategy section), and contributing to wider society.
Mr. Battey satisfies all the criteria for assessing director independence set out by the Association of Investment Companies
("AIC") and adopted by the Board. Although he has served on the Board for more than eleven years, it is the opinion of the
other members of the Board that Mr. Battey continues to demonstrate objective and independent thought processes during
his leadership of the Board and his dealings with the Investment Manager, and they therefore consider him to be independent,
despite his long service. In addition, it should be noted that the average tenure for the members of the Board is five years and
twomonths, or three years and ten months excludingMr. Battey. The Board has concluded that his knowledge of the Company,
built up over his service with it, contributes to the effectiveness of an otherwise quite new Board and his continued service
is in the best interests of shareholders. Additionally, he has no other significant business commitments and the Board is satisfied
that he has sufficient time available to discharge fully his responsibilities as Chairman of the Company.

At each quarterly board meeting, the Directors consider several reports and performance indicators to assess the Company's
success in achieving its objectives. These include:

• Monitoring of the share price (and associated premium or discount);
• General performance reporting at the underlying investment level;
• Cash flow projections;
• Risk management and adherence to investment guidelines;
• Broking and shareholder analysis reports, including peer group comparisons;
• Reports from committees, together with the monitoring, evaluation, appointment, and removal of service providers;
• Approval of financial statements and dividends;
• Corporate governance and compliance.

In addition, the consent of the Board is required if the Investment Manager wishes to borrow more than 30% of the value of
the Company's assets, lend or pledge any of the Company's assets (other than in context of a hedging transaction), enter into
an investment or other transaction with affiliates of the Investment Manager, or invest more than 10% of the value of the
Company's assets into any single investment.
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Furthermore, the Board confirms that it considers any conflicts or potential conflicts of interest in accordance with the Company's
existing procedures.

Audit & Risk Committee

The Audit & Risk Committee ("A&R Committee") meets on a quarterly basis and has been chaired by Mr. Le Page since 16
August 2018. The Board is satisfied that at least one member of the A&R Committee has recent and relevant financial exper-
ience, and that the committee has the skills and experience required to fulfill its responsibilities.

The A&R Committee is responsible for:

• Reviewing and recommending approval of the semi-annual and annual consolidated financial statements of the Company,
comprising Princess Private Equity Subholding Limited (the "Subsidiary") and Princess Direct Investments, L.P. Inc. (the
"Sub-Subsidiary" and together with the Company and Subsidiary, the "Group");

• Reviewing the effectiveness of the accounting and internal control system;
• Overseeing the relationship with the external auditor, including but not limited to meeting them regularly, and monitoring
their remuneration, terms of engagement, and independence;

• Monitoring the risks and their potential impact on the Company.

Management Engagement Committee

TheManagement Engagement Committee ("ME Committee") meets at least twice a year and is chaired byMr. Le Page following
his appointment to that role on 16 August 2018.

The ME Committee is responsible for:

• Considering the performance of the Investment Manager and prior to 30 June 2020, the Investment Advisor in respect
of the service level requirements set out in the Investment Management Agreement, including compliance with the Board's
instructions, reporting to the Board and investors, and responsiveness to Board queries;

• Considering whether the continuing appointment of the Investment Manager, on the terms of the management contract,
is aligned with the interests of shareholders, and making recommendations to the Board thereon together with a statement
of the reasons for their view;

• Reviewing and considering the performance and engagement terms of other service providers to the Company.

During the year the ME Committee concluded the review of the Investment Management Agreement and recommended the
Board to engage directly with the former Investment Advisor as Investment Manager, releasing the previous Investment
Manager from its obligations to the Company. The Investment Manager is considered to be aligned with the interests of
shareholders as a whole, given its global reach, access to leading private market houses, and expertise.
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The following table is an extract of the various Directors' attendance at Board and Committee meetings for 2020 compared
against those for which they were eligible:

Committees

MEA&RBoardName

4/44/44/4R. Battey (Chairman)

4/44/44/4F. Carvill

4/44/44/4S. Le Page

--4/4F. Haldner

4/44/44/4H. von der Forst

4/44/44/4M. Wheatley

Board composition

The Board has a breadth of experience relevant to the Company and a diversity of skills, experience, and age. Its members
possess the broad range of skills, expertise, industry knowledge, and other experience necessary for the effective oversight
of the Company's business. In addition, the Board recognizes the importance of maintaining its diversity and that this is a much
wider issue than gender. It will continue to evaluate applicants to fill vacant positions without prejudice. Applicants will be as-
sessed on their range of skills, expertise, and industry knowledge, and on their business and other experience.

The Directors have resolved to put themselves forward for election on an annual basis and were all duly re-elected at the
2020 annual general meeting.

Re-election recommendations have always been subject to an assessment of the respective Director in question, their objective
and independent thought process, knowledge of the Company, and continued satisfactory performance. In view of the long-
term nature of the Company's investments, the Board believes that a stable and diversified board composition is fundamental
to running the Company properly. The Board has not stipulated a maximum term of any directorship. The Board continues to
be satisfied with the contribution of each of the Directors, and that they have each maintained their independent perspective.

Given the size and nature of the Company, the Board deemed it not necessary to form a separate remuneration or nomination
committee and that the whole Board would consider all new Board appointments.

Directors' duties and responsibilities

The Board meets on a quarterly basis and it is the duty of each Director to inform the Board of any potential or actual conflict
of interest prior to a Board discussion. Representatives of the Investment Manager (prior to 30 June 2020, representatives of
the Investment Advisor) attend board meetings. The Company's corporate brokers also attend to assist the Directors in under-
standing the views of major shareholders regarding the Company.
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The Board of Directors has overall responsibility for the Company's affairs and is responsible for the determination of the in-
vestment policy of the Company, resolving conflicts and monitoring the overall portfolio of investments of the Company. To
assist the Board in the operations of the Company, arrangements have been put in place to delegate authority for performing
certain day-to-day operations of the Company to the Investment Manager, the Investment Advisor (prior to 30 June 2020),
and other third-party service providers, such as the Administrator and the Company Secretary. Although the Board meets
formally at least four times a year, the Investment Manager and Company Secretary stay in more regular contact with the
Directors on a less formal basis. These formal and informal discussions allow the Directors to constructively challenge and
assist in the development of strategy. Individual Directors have direct access to the Company Secretary and may, at the expense
of the Company, seek independent professional advice on any matter that concerns them in the furtherance of their duties.

The Directors are responsible for preparing financial statements for each financial period that give a true and fair view, in ac-
cordance with applicable Guernsey law and International Financial Reporting Standards, of the state of affairs of the Group
and Company, and of the profit or loss of the Group and Company for that period. In preparing those financial statements,
the Directors are required to:

• select suitable accounting policies and then apply them consistently;
• make judgments and estimates that are reasonable and prudent;
• state whether applicable accounting standards have been followed, subject to anymaterial departures disclosed and explained
in the financial statements; and

• prepare the financial statements on the going concern basis unless it is inappropriate to presume that the Group and
Company will continue in business.

So far as the Board of Directors are aware,

• there is no relevant audit information of which the Group and Company's auditor is unaware, and
• each Director has taken all the steps that he or she ought to have taken as a director in order to make himself or herself
aware of any relevant audit information and to establish that the Group and Company's auditor is aware of that information.

The Directors confirm that they have complied with the above requirements in preparing the audited consolidated financial
statements. The Directors of the Company have elected to prepare audited consolidated financial statements for Princess
Private Equity Holding Limited for the period ended 31 December 2020 as the parent of the Group in accordance with Section
244(5) of The Companies (Guernsey) Law, 2008. They are not required to prepare individual accounts for Princess Private
Equity Holding Limited in accordance with Section 243 of The Companies (Guernsey) Law, 2008 for the financial period.

To the best of their knowledge and belief:

• The Annual Report, which includes information detailed in the Chairman's report, the Investment Manager's report, the
Directors' report, and the notes to the audited consolidated financial statements, includes a fair review of the development
and performance of the business and the position of the Company together with a description of the principal risks and
uncertainties that the Company faces, as required by DTR 4.1.8 and DTR 4.1.11; and

• The audited consolidated financial statements, prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards,
give a true and fair view of the assets, liabilities, financial position, and profit and loss of the Company.

The Directors are responsible for keeping proper accounting records that disclose with reasonable accuracy at any time the
financial position of the Group and Company and enable them to ensure that the audited consolidated financial statements
comply with The Companies (Guernsey) Law, 2008. They are also responsible for safeguarding the assets of the Group and
Company and hence for taking reasonable steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities.
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The maintenance and integrity of the Group and Company website are the responsibility of the Directors. The work carried
out by the Independent Auditor does not involve consideration of these matters and, accordingly, the Independent Auditor
accepts no responsibility for any changes that may have occurred to the audited consolidated financial statements after they
were initially presented on the website. Legislation in Guernsey governing the preparation and dissemination of financial
statements may differ from legislation in other jurisdictions.

Directors, directors' interests, and directors' remuneration report

The Directors of Princess Private Equity Holding Limited are as shown above. As at 31 December 2020, the Directors had no
beneficial interest in the share capital of the Company other than as shown below:

R. Battey (Chairman): 60'000 shares
S. Le Page: 7'500 shares
F. Haldner: 225'554 shares

No service contract or arrangement existed in the period in which any of the Directors has an interest, other than with Mr.
Haldner. The Board considers all the Directors, other than Mr. Haldner, as independent of the Investment Manager and free
from any business or other relationship that could materially interfere with the exercise of their independent judgment or
create potential conflicts of interest.

Mr. Haldner is not considered independent during the reporting period, as he is a shareholder in Partners Group Holding AG,
the beneficial owner of the Administrator, and an employee of the Investment Manager.

Directors' remuneration is presented in the notes to these audited consolidated financial statements and is shown below. Mr.
Haldner did not receive a fee for the provision of his services as a director of the Board. Directors' remuneration was split as
follows in Euro:

(31.12.2020 / 31.12.2019)

R. Battey (Chairman) (62'000 / 62'000)
F. Carvill (50'000 / 50'000)
S. Le Page (56'000 / 56'000)
H. von der Forst (50'000 / 50'000)
M. Wheatley (50'000 / 50'000)

The sole director of Princess Private Equity Subholding Limited, which held office during the period, was Princess Private
Equity Holding Limited.

Directors' and officers' liability insurance

The Company maintains insurance in respect of Directors' and Officers' liability in relation to their acts on behalf of the Company.
Suitable insurance is in place and due for renewal on 8 December 2021.

Strategy

Strategic objectives

The Company's investment objective is to provide shareholders with long-term capital growth and an attractive dividend yield,
through investment in a diversified portfolio of private equity and private debt investments, rather than through fund investments.
In addition, the Investment Manager has a goal to achieve a long-term sustainable impact on the companies in which it invests,
their underlying clients, and the wider environment in which they operate.
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Prior to 30 June 2020, the InvestmentManager of the Company was PrincessManagement Limited, and the Investment Advisor
was Partners Group AG (a Swiss limited liability company). As of 1 July 2020, the Investment Manager of the Company is
Partners Group AG (the "Investment Manager").

The Investment Manager seeks to achieve a long-term sustainable impact by working in partnership with the management
and employees of the companies in which the Company invests and through active entrepreneurial ownership initiatives with
clear goals and continuous monitoring.

In addition, the Investment Manager (prior to 30 June 2020, the Investment Advisor) works with portfolio companies on a
variety of Environmental, Social, and Governance ("ESG") engagements. This commences during the investment due diligence
phase and, after acquisition, they implement initiatives by systematically integrating ESG factors, alongside commercial and
financial factors. They continuously monitor the effectiveness of any ESG-relevant policies through maturity assessments to
evaluate progress and impact.

As part of its annual visit to the Investment Manager, the Board obtains an overview of the value creation initiatives, including
ESG initiatives, on the underlying investments, and a detailed progress report on the monitoring of risk and impact on valuations.
It should be noted that due to the restrictions imposed as a result of the global COVID-19 pandemic, the Board were unable
to visit the Investment Manager physically during 2020 but utilized videoconferencing facilities to ensure all aspects of the
usual visit were covered.

Purpose, culture, and values

The Company shares and is aligned with the purpose, culture, and values adopted by Partners Group (which includes the In-
vestment Manager and Administrator) in their charter and as given in their Corporate Sustainability Report, both of which are
available at their website www.partnersgroup.com.

The Company's mission is to develop companies and assets which it invests in through entrepreneurial ownership. This stems
largely from the belief that the ability to create value, enabled by a governance framework that supports entrepreneurialism,
is the key driver of the returns.

In summary, investments are managed with a long-term perspective to the benefit of individuals and societies worldwide and
the investment teams leverage the global Partners Group integrated platform to systemically engage with entrepreneurs and
corporate leaders to create value in the investments. In addition, the investment teams liaise with management in underlying
companies in constructive dialogue and have open debates, while in parallel taking their fiduciary duty to all stakeholders into
account.

Partners Group acknowledges that many ESG initiatives are interconnected and therefore require integrated thinking and
composite solutions. As such, Partners Group considers sustainable development goals as part of its long-term perspective on
investing.

Major developments in the year

During the year, the Board carried out the following project:

• concluded the review of the Investment Management Agreement resulting in the Company engaging directly with the
former Investment Advisor as Investment Manager, releasing the previous Investment Manager from its obligations to the
Company.
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Review of performance

The Board undertakes an annual evaluation of its own performance and the performance of its committees and individual
Directors, to ensure that they continue to act effectively and efficiently, to fulfill their respective duties, and to identify any
training requirements. During this evaluation, the Directors also reconfirmed that they continue to be able to allocate sufficient
time to the Company in order to discharge their responsibilities, to provide constructive challenge and strategic guidance, to
offer specialist advice, and to hold third-party service providers to account.

Viability statement

The Directors confirm that they have a reasonable expectation that the Group will continue to operate and meet its liabilities,
as they fall due, for the next three years. The Group's viability testing considers multiple severe, yet plausible, stress scenarios.
The Directors' assessment has been made with reference to the Group's current position and prospects, the Group's strategy,
the Board's risk appetite, and the Group's principal risks and how these are managed. The Directors consider this is an appro-
priate period to assess the viability of an investment company for the purposes of giving assurance to shareholders, as eco-
nomic factors are very difficult to forecast over a longer period.

The strategy and associated principal risks underpin the Group's three-year plan and scenario testing, which is reviewed by
the Directors on a quarterly basis. The three-year plan is built on an investment-by-investment basis using a bottom-up approach.
The three-year plan makes certain assumptions about the development of underlying investments, in terms of future expected
capital calls and distributions, potential future investments, and the ability to refinance debt when required. The plan is built,
monitored, and updated quarterly based on any changes to expected cash flows and forward-looking assumptions, which help
to drive the model and to determine when to make new investments.

The three-year plan review is underpinned by the regular Board of Directors briefings provided by the Investment Manager,
including discussions around liquidity reporting and risk management reports undertaken by the Board of Directors in its normal
course of business. These reviews consider both the market opportunity and the associated risks, principally the ability to
realize investments at their fair value and secure new investments while maintaining sufficient working capital. These risks are
considered within the Board of Directors' risk appetite framework.

Based on the Company's processes for monitoring, anticipating, and managing cash flow, operating costs, share price discount,
the Investment Manager's compliance with the investment objective, asset allocation, the portfolio risk profile, gearing, coun-
terparty exposure, and liquidity risk, the Directors have concluded that there is a reasonable expectation that the Company
will continue in operation and meet its liabilities as they fall due over the three-year period to 31 December 2023.

10.2 Governance and regulatory matters

Corporate governance report

The Directors have determined to report against the Principles and Provisions of the AIC as endorsed by the Guernsey Financial
Services Commission ("AIC Code"), dated February 2019. The AIC Code is available on the AIC website www.theaic.co.uk. In
assessing the Board's corporate governance practice for 2020, the Directors confirm that throughout the period the Company
complied with the provisions of the AIC Code. The Company has complied with the relevant provisions of the UK Corporate
Governance Code (the "UK Code") as issued by the Financial Reporting Council and dated July 2018, except as set out below:

• The role of the Chief Executive;
• The role of the Senior Independent Director;
• Executive Directors' remuneration;
• The need for an internal audit function and the monitoring and reviewing of the effectiveness of such a function.
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For the reasons set out in the AIC Code, and in the preamble to the UK Code, the Board considers these provisions are not
relevant to the position of the Company, being an overseas investment company with an appointed Investment Manager.
There are no Executives with contractual obligations directly with the Company and thus the Executive Directors' remuneration
rules do not apply. The A&R Committee and the Board of Directors regularly consider the risk and operational aspects of the
Company. The Administrator and InvestmentManager have appointed Compliance Officers who report to the Board quarterly.
As there is delegation of operational activity to appointed service providers, the A&R and ME Committees and the Board have
determined there is no requirement for a direct internal audit function, although they do have access to and meet with the
internal audit function of Partners Group Holding AG.

The Guernsey Financial Services Commission has a standing Finance Sector Code of Corporate Governance that was amended
in February 2016 (the "Guernsey Code"). In the introduction to the Guernsey Code, it states: "Companies which report against
the UK Corporate Governance Code or the Association of Investment Companies Code of Corporate Governance are deemed
to meet this Code." As a company listed on the London Stock Exchange the Company is subject to the Disclosure Rules, the
Transparency Rules, and the UK Code but uses the AIC Code instead as it is a member of AIC and considers this appropriate
for an investment company and that it provides information that is more relevant to shareholders. As an AIC member domiciled
in Guernsey which reports against the AIC Code, the Company is not required to report separately against the Guernsey Code.

AIFM Directive

In July 2014, the European Alternative Investment Fund Management Directive ("AIFMD") came into effect. At present, the
Board considers that the Company falls outside the scope of this Directive, in that the number of its shares in issue is static
or declining, and accordingly it does not market new shares inside the European Union. The Company will reconsider this in
the event that it seeks to raise capital.

Risks

Principal risks and uncertainties

The Board is responsible for managing and overseeing risk and reviews and assesses quarterly the impact of risks that it considers
apply to the Company that may compromise the achievement of the Company's strategic objectives. These risks encompass
the significant risks to which the Company may be exposed, including the macro environment and uncertainties in respect of
the valuation of unquoted investments, and their impact on the cash flowmodeling employed by the Company. Notes 4 and 19
of the audited consolidated financial statements provide further comment on certain other risks connected with the investments
and financial assets / liabilities held by the Company and how they are managed.

Statement of principal risks

The major risks to which the Company may be exposed are ranked by a risk index, considering both likelihood and impact.

When assessing the likelihood and potential impact of such risks, the Board considers whether the outcome could pose:

• an immediate threat to the existence of the Company;
• a medium-term threat (resulting in the Company being placed into run-off);
• a reputational threat from which the Company could be expected to recover fully in due course; or
• no immediate threat to the Company or its operating activities.

The risks are split into eight main sections: (i) investment risk, (ii) shares trading at a discount, (iii) financial risk, (iv) governance
risk, (v) regulatory risk, (vi) operational risk, (vii) macro-economic and other external risks and (viii) valuation risk.
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In this year's assessment the Board has, in particular, considered the impact of the global COVID-19 pandemic on financial
markets and on the specific activities of each investee of, or service provider to, the Company. The Board has concluded that,
given the nature of the Company, the pandemic is a new cause of risk, increasing the likelihood of certain risks crystallizing,
rather than a risk in itself. Accordingly, the Board has reassessed the likelihood of those risks and reconsidered whether any
additional mitigation is required. The fact that the impact of the pandemic on past activities is known has given some comfort
to the Board that the Company's risks are adequately controlled, but the risk of mis-valuation of the Company's portfolio has
been elevated to the status of a principal risk given that it has required higher than usual levels of judgment at year-end.

In its assessment, the Board considers that none of the risks present an immediate threat to the existence of the Company
and have, in each case, worked with the Investment Manager, Administrator, Company Secretary, or broker to ensure that
adequate measures are in place to mitigate the occurrence and impact of these risks. The Board also obtains regular reporting
so that these risks can be continuously assessed.
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The following table provides details of the six risks that were ranked as having the highest risk likelihood and/or impact at the year-end. 
 

Key risk Assessment Potential impact Control exercised by the Board 

Investment risk 

 
Stable 
 
This risk was assessed as remaining 
stable as NAV and dividends are 
being maintained in line with peer 
group and market expectations. 
 

Adverse movement in NAV 
versus peer group. Inability to 
meet target dividend. 
 

Effectiveness of investment 
strategy reviewed at every 
board meeting using 
performance reports and 
discussions with brokers and 
Investment Manager. 

Company's shares trading at a 
material discount 

Stable 
 
The risk was assessed as being 
stable, as it remained in line with 
the sector.  However, the Board is 
aware that the need to adjust the 
dividend policy this year has 
resulted in more volatility. 

Decline in shareholders' mark-
to-market valuation and impact 
on demand from shareholders 
and prospects. 
 

 
Monitoring of investor 
sentiment and expectations and 
performance vs. peers. 
Maintenance of good market 
communication. Maintenance 
and achievement of dividend 
target. 
 
The Board also considers the 
discount is due to general 
market sentiment, rather than 
Company fundamentals. 
 

Loss from exposure to foreign 
exchange denominated hedged 
or unhedged positions 
 

 
Stable 
 
This risk was assessed as stable, 
although volatility remains in the 
key foreign currency markets. 
 

Decrease of net asset value 
outside of the control of the 
Investment Manager. 
 

Quarterly review of foreign 
exchange exposure report and 
assessment of hedging strategy, 
as applicable. 
 

Lack of availability of funding to 
take up investment 
opportunities, meet funding and 
other obligations as they fall due, 
and pay dividends when declared 
 

Stable 
 
This risk was assessed as stable, as 
although the level of unfunded 
commitments has increased, the 
Company's liquid funds have 
increased. 
 

Insufficient cash to fund 
existing commitments and 
dividends. 
 

 
Long-term cash flow forecasts 
kept under review to ensure 
acceptable level of liquidity. 
Credit facility was re-
negotiated to ensure adequate 
short-term funding is available. 
 
Additional caution applied in 
respect of dividend policy to 
maintain ability to support 
underlying investments if 
appropriate. 
 

Delegation risk – failure of 
service providers to fulfill 
contractual obligations to 
acceptable standards 

Stable 
 
This risk was assessed as stable as 
key service providers have 
maintained adequate resources and 
met all service requirements. 

Financial loss or regulatory 
breach. 

 
Regular reports on 
performance of contractual 
requirements and compliance 
with regulatory requirements. 
Review of independent reports 
on internal controls and 
systems. 
 
On-going assessment by 
Management Engagement 
Committee. 
 

Valuation risk – under- or 
overstating the valuations of 
private markets investments 

 
Increasing 
 
This risk was assessed as increasing 
based on increased volatility in 
market comparable companies, 
ability for underlying investments 
to operate normally given 
government restrictions,  
together with the need to monitor 
contractual terms. 
 

Financial loss or reputational 
risk. 

Oversight of the Valuation 
function including review of 
valuation techniques and 
methodologies by the Board 
where necessary. For this year, 
in light of this increasing risk, 
the detailed valuations of 
significant individual 
investments have been 
reviewed and challenged. 
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Stakeholder Disclosures 
 

The Company is an externally managed investment company, has no employees, and as such is operationally quite simple.  The Board 

does not believe that the Company has any material stakeholders other than those set out in the following table. 

Investors Service providers Community and environment 

Issues that matter to them 
Performance and liquidity of the shares 
Growth and liquidity of the Company 
 

Reputation of the Company 
Compliance with Law and Regulation 
Remuneration 
 

Compliance with Law and Regulation 
Impact of the Company and its activities 
on third parties 
 

Engagement process 

Annual General Meeting (see detail 
below) 
 
Frequent meetings with investors by 
brokers and the Investment Manager and 
subsequent reports to the Board (at least 
one of which is attended by the Chair) 
  
Monthly factsheets and regular news 
releases 
 
Key Information Document 
 
Quarterly briefings by the Investment 
Manager via telephone conference which 
are attended by at least one Board 
member who briefs the remainder of the 
Board 
 
Annual and semi-annual financial 
statements 
 
 

The main two service providers – 
Partners Group and Aztec – engage with 
the Board in face-to-face meetings 
quarterly, giving them direct input to 
Board discussions.   
 
The Board also considers the interests of 
its corporate brokers and credit facility 
lender at each of its meetings. 
 
All service providers are asked to 
complete a questionnaire annually which 
includes feedback on their interaction 
with the Company, and the Board 
undertakes an annual visit to Partners 
Group in Switzerland. As noted 
elsewhere in this report, video-
conferencing facilities have been used 
during 2020 due to the on-going 
restrictions arising from Covid-19 
pandemic. 
 

The Company itself has only a very small 
footprint in the local community and only 
a very small direct impact on the 
environment.   
 
However, the Board acknowledges that it 
is imperative that everyone contributes to 
local and global sustainability. 
 
The Investment Manager has an ESG 
framework which is a key element of the 
investment process which overlays 
throughout the portfolio. 
 

Rationale and example outcomes 

Clearly investors are the most important 
stakeholder for the Company.  Most of 
our engagement with investors is about 
“business as usual” matters, but has also 
included discussions about the discount 
of the share price to the NAV.  The major 
decisions arising from this have been for 
the Board to seek to ensure long-term 
value (e.g. the decision to commit to the 
Partners Group long-term investment 
vehicle) and to seek greater liquidity for 
the Company’s shares through increasing 
its profile. 
 
In addition, the Board has focused on 
valuation of assets, a key priority for 
shareholders, thus ensuring a robust and 
reliable methodology is applied. 
The Board also decided to reduce 
dividend payments in light of the 
uncertainty caused by the COVID-19 
pandemic in order to preserve the 
Company’s liquidity. 
 
 

The Company relies on service providers 
entirely as it has no systems or 
employees of its own.  No major 
decisions were made by the Board which 
affected service providers in the year 
other than the change of Investment 
Manager from Princess Management 
Limited to Partners Group AG 
(previously the Investment Advisor to 
the Company). 
 
The Board always seeks to act fairly and 
transparently with all service providers, 
and this includes such aspects as prompt 
payment of invoices. 
 
 

The nature of the Company’s investments 
is such that they do not provide a direct 
route to influence investees in ESG 
matters in many areas, but the Board has 
made its views in this area clear to 
Partners Group, which, on behalf of the 
Company and other investors, works 
closely with investee companies to 
promote ESG issues as well as financial 
performance.  Further details are set out 
elsewhere in this document and on the 
Partners Group website. 
 
Board members do travel, partly to 
meetings in Guernsey, and partly 
elsewhere on Company business, 
including for the annual due diligence visit 
to Switzerland.  The Board considers this 
essential in overseeing service providers 
and safeguarding stakeholder interests.  
Otherwise, the Board seeks to minimize 
travel by the use of conference calls 
whenever good governance permits. 
 

 

Engagement processes are kept under regular review.  The global COVID-19 pandemic has meant that it has not been possible to carry 
out many of the face-to-face activities outlined in the table above during 2020, but has replaced them with video or telephone 
conferences.  The Board intends to restart the face-to-face meetings as soon as is permissible.  Investors and other interested parties 
are encouraged to contact the Company via the Investor Relations contacts given on page 92. 
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Annual General Meeting ("AGM")

The Directors propose a separate resolution on each substantial issue tabled at the AGM, including the approval of the consol-
idated financial statements, and publish on the Company's website www.princess-privateequity.net, shortly after the AGM,
details of the valid proxies received, votes for and against and withheld in relation to each resolution. No resolution at the
2020 AGM received more than 18.7% votes against the board recommendation, and that vote was due to one shareholder
having a stricter interpretation for counting board seats than the AIC Code against which the Company reports.

Shareholder information

The net asset value and the net asset value per share are calculated (in Euro) every month at the last business day of each
month by Partners Group (Guernsey) Limited, acting as Administrator. The net asset value is calculated in accordance with
International Financial Reporting Standards ("IFRS"), which require the Company's direct investments and fund investments
to be valued at fair value. Thereafter, it is announced by the Company on its website and submitted to a regulatory information
service approved by the UK Listing Authority as soon as practicable after the end of the relevant period.

Dividends

A dividend of EUR 0.145 per share declared on 23 June 2020 was paid on 24 July 2020, together with a second interim dividend
of EUR 0.29, per share, declared on 19 November 2020, which was paid on 7 January 2021. This compares to dividends of
EUR 0.29 per share, being paid on 28 June 2019 and 20 December 2019. Since the December 2017 dividend, shareholders
have been able to also elect to get their dividends paid in Sterling or to elect to participate in the Dividend Reinvestment Plan,
but this does not result in the issuance of any new shares.

Substantial interests

The European Union Transparency Directive requires substantial shareholders to make relevant holding notifications to the
Company and the UK Financial Conduct Authority. The Company must then disseminate this information to the wider market.
Those shareholders who have declared accordingly that they held above 5% of ordinary shares, as at the period end, were:

Harewood Nominees Limited - 5.31%
Aurora Nominees Limited - 11.52%
Vidaco Nominees - 12.54%
Lynchwood Nominees Limited - 18.61%

This information has been prepared based on the Company's register of members.

Share capital

Although the shareholders granted authorization to the Directors to make market acquisitions of ordinary shares, the Company
purchased and redeemed / canceled no shares (31 December 2019: nil) during the year.

There was no change in the issued and paid-up share capital as at 31 December 2020 and 31 December 2019. Accordingly,
the paid-up share capital as at 31 December 2020 was 69'151'168 ordinary shares of EUR 0.001 each (31 December 2019:
69'151'168 ordinary shares of EUR 0.001 each).

There are no restrictions regarding the transfer of the Company's securities, no special rights with regard to control attached
to the Company's securities, no agreements between holders of the Company's securities regarding their transfer known to
the Company, and no agreements to which the Company is party that might be affected by a change of control following a
takeover bid.
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Results

The results for the period are shown in the audited consolidated statement of comprehensive income.

Key Information Document

The Company is required to produce and publish this document by Regulation (EU) 1286/2014 of the European Parliament
and the Council on key information documents for packaged retail and insurance-based investment products (the "Regulation").
The key information document is available on the Company's website www.princess-privateequity.net and is subject to an
annual review by the Board.

10.3 Committees

Committees of the Board

Audit & Risk Committee

The A&R Committee meets at least four times a year and is responsible for ensuring that the financial performance of the
Company is properly reported on and monitored. It provides a forum through which the Company's external auditor may report
to the Board. Furthermore, it ensures that any reports issued by the Board present a fair, balanced, and understandable assess-
ment of the Company's position and prospects. The A&R Committee reviews the annual and semi-annual accounts, results,
announcements, internal control systems and procedures, and accounting policies of the Company. It also considers the per-
formance and quality of the external audit and makes appropriate recommendations to the Board concerning the Independent
Auditor.

The Group's and Company's external auditor is PricewaterhouseCoopers CI LLP. The A&RCommittee is responsible for reviewing
the independence and objectivity of the external auditor and ensuring this is safeguarded notwithstanding any provision of
any other services to the Group or Company. The Board of Directors recognizes the importance of safeguarding auditor ob-
jectivity and has taken the following steps to ensure that auditor independence is not compromised:

• The A&R Committee carries out each year an evaluation of the external auditor as to their independence from the Group
and Company and relevant officers of the Group and Company, and that they are adequately resourced and technically
capable of delivering an objective audit to shareholders. Based on this evaluation, the A&R Committee recommends to the
Board the continuation, removal, or replacement of the external auditor.

• The A&R Committee gives careful consideration before appointing the auditor to provide other services. These other services
are generally limited to work that is closely related to the annual audit (such as regulatory and statutory reporting) or where
the work is of such a nature that a detailed understanding of the Group's and Company's business is necessary (such as
assistance on tax or regulatory matters). Such services will however be assessed on a case-by-case basis so that the best-
placed adviser is retained. Where the auditor is engaged to provide additional services, the auditor, in providing these
services, utilizes different teams. The external auditor did not provide any non-audit services during the year.

• The A&R Committee reviews the external auditor's confirmation of their independence in accordance with CrownDepend-
encies' Audit Rules and with Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC") Independence Rules. In addition to the steps
taken by the Board to safeguard auditor objectivity, PricewaterhouseCoopers CI LLP operates a five-year rotation policy
for audit engagement leaders on listed companies such as the Company. PricewaterhouseCoopers CI LLP has remained
in place as auditor for a considerable number of years and the audit contract has never been put out to tender. However,
the A&R Committee notes that the audit engagement leader was rotated in 2017 and that the Company and Group benefit
from the auditor's detailed knowledge of the systems and processes operated by Partners Group. Accordingly, the A&R
Committee has not recommended that the external audit appointment be tendered, but the position will be closely mon-
itored. As the Company is not a FTSE 350 company, the external audit contract is not required to be put out to tender at
least every ten years.
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In addition, the terms of reference for this Committee are available on the Company's website www.princess-privateequity.net.

The significant areas considered by the A&R Committee during the year were:

• Valuation of private investments − the Committee pays particular attention to this area at each quarterly date, and members
of the Board discuss the approach both during those reviews and during the annual visit to the Investment Manager (prior
to 30 June 2020, the Investment Advisor). Significant valuation movements are challenged, and disposals are compared
to the most recent valuation. Whilst this area is easily the most significant for the financial statements, it is also well under-
stood and subject to an established process, including checks and balances at the Investment Manager (prior to 30 June
2020, the Investment Advisor), as well as to challenge by the Committee and the external auditor. On this basis, the
Committee has concluded that the valuation of private investments is fair and reasonable for inclusion in the audited fin-
ancial statements.

• Incentive fees are a significant area of the financial statements because of their nature rather than their size. Their calculation
is also somewhat complex, being accrued on an investment-by-investment basis in the Company, but often on a "whole
fund" basis by underlying vehicles. At each meeting, the Board reviews a schedule of fees accrued and paid, comparing it
to the valuation gains recognized on the investments, and the Committee has discussed the accounting for these fees with
both the Investment Manager and the external auditor. On this basis, the Committee has concluded that the incentive fees
are fair and reasonable for inclusion in the audited financial statements.

Although the Directors believe that the Company and the Group have a robust framework of internal control in place, this can
only provide reasonable and not absolute assurance against material financial misstatement or loss and is designed to manage,
not eliminate, risk. In addition, the Board recognizes the importance of a sound risk management framework to safeguard the
Company's assets, protect the interests of the shareholders, and meet its responsibilities as a listed company.

The A&R Committee approaches its risk review covering qualitative and quantitative matters.

On a quarterly basis, the A&R Committee reviews the principal risks faced by the Company and the Group, covering (i) investment
risk, (ii) shares trading at a discount, (iii) financial risk, (iv) governance risk, (v) regulatory risk, (vi) operational risk, (vii) macroeco-
nomic and other external risks, and (viii) valuation risk. For each of these risks the A&R Committee evaluates how these risks
could arise, assigns responsibility to control and mitigate such risks, and determines the post-mitigation likelihood and impact
of the risk occurring. The A&R Committee makes decisions and requests additional reporting based on these findings.

On an annual basis, the A&R Committee reviews certain quantitative reports covering foreign currency exchange risk, interest
rate risk, liquidity risk, market price risk, and counterparty risk as disclosed in the notes to the consolidated financial statements.
On an annual basis the Board of Directors meets with the internal audit team of Partners Group Holding AG to discuss the
upcoming internal audit plan, covering those controls assigned to Partners Group Holding AG and its affiliated entities, and
the material results or findings of any reports for the previous period that affect the Company or the Group. Additionally, the
Board of Directors is provided, annually by the end of April, with a copy of the Internal Controls report assured by Pricewater-
houseCoopers AG in accordance with the International Standard on Assurance Engagement 3402 "Assurance reports on
controls at a service organization". This information allows the Board of Directors to assess and monitor the risks associated
with the services delegated to Partners Group and to seek clarification or updates.

The risk management framework includes a sound system of internal controls that is designed to:

• identify and appraise all risks related to achieving the Company's objectives and principal risks;
• manage and control risk appropriately rather than eliminate it;
• ensure the appropriate internal controls are embedded within the business processes performed by service providers and
support the Company's culture which emphasizes clear management responsibilities and accountabilities;

• respond quickly to evolving risks within the Company and the external business environment; and
• include procedures for reporting any control failings or weaknesses to the appropriate level of management together with
the details of corrective action.
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It should be noted that, due to the restrictions imposed as a result of the global COVID-19 pandemic, the Board was unable
to visit the Investment Manager physically during 2020 but utilized videoconferencing facilities to ensure all aspects of the
usual visit were covered.

Management Engagement Committee

The ME Committee shall meet no less than twice a year and is responsible for reviewing and monitoring service providers and
recommending to the Board their continued appointment. Service providers are reviewed on an annual basis. The Board re-
cognizes the importance of monitoring service providers' objectivity and ensuring their independence is not compromised.

In this regard, with respect to the appointment of the Investment Manager, the ME Committee:

• considers if there are any potential conflicts of interest associated with the appointment of the Investment Manager and
how the Investment Manager manages these potential conflicts;

• reviews with the Investment Manager any material issues arising from their work that the Investment Manager wishes to
bring to the attention of the Committee, whether privately or otherwise;

• reviews the performance of the Investment Manager both in terms of its delivery against the Agreement governing its
appointment and in terms of its delivery against the objectives of the Company.

Similar considerations are taken into account in the ME Committee's review of all other service providers to the Company.

In addition, the terms of reference for this Committee are available on the Company's website www.princess-privateequity.net.

As previously mentioned, during the year, the ME Committee concluded its review of the Investment Management Agreement
and recommended the Board to appoint the former Investment Advisor as the InvestmentManager and terminate the appoint-
ment of the previous Investment Manager.

10.4 Corporate matters

Registered office

Tudor House
St. Peter Port
Guernsey
GY1 6BD

Incorporation

The entities of the Group are incorporated and domiciled in Guernsey, Channel Islands.

Investment management arrangements

Princess Management Limited, a wholly owned subsidiary of Partners Group Holding AG, was the Investment Manager to the
Company up until 30 June 2020. The Investment Manager was permitted to delegate some or all of its obligations and had
entered into an Investment Advisory Agreement (the "Advisory Agreement") with Partners Group AG. However, as of 1 July
2020, the Company has entered directly into an Investment Management Agreement with Partners Group AG (the "Investment
Manager"). Details of the management fees are shown within the audited consolidated financial statements. The Investment
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Management Agreement automatically renews every two years but contains a two-year notice period. Termination will be
without penalty or other additional payments, save that the Company will pay management and incentive fees due and addi-
tional expenses incurred. The Directors (other than Mr. Haldner, who is not independent of the Investment Manager) have
determined that the appointment of the Investment Manager, on the terms of the Investment Management Agreement, is
aligned with the interests of shareholders as a whole, given the global reach and expertise of the Investment Manager.

Going concern

The Group closely monitors its future anticipated cash flows and, based on these forecasts and the sensitivities which have
been run on different scenarios, the Directors have a reasonable expectation that the Group and Company have adequate
resources to continue in existence for the next twelve months. For this reason, they continue to adopt the going concern basis
in preparing the accounts.

Company secretary

The secretary of the Company, as at 31 December 2020, was Aztec Financial Services (Guernsey) Limited.

Independent auditor

At a general meeting held on 6 May 2020, PricewaterhouseCoopers CI LLP was re-appointed Independent Auditor of the
Company for the period ended 31 December 2020, and the Directors were authorized to fix their remuneration.

R. Battey
Director

S. Le Page
Director

19 March 2021
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11. Independent Auditor's report

INDEPENDENTAUDITOR’S REPORTTOTHEMEMBERSOFPRINCESSPRIVATEEQUITYHOLDING
LIMITED

Report on the audit of the consolidated financial statements

Our opinion

In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements give a true and fair view of the consolidated financial position of Princess
Private Equity Holding Limited (the "company") and its subsidiaries (together "the group") as at 31 December 2020, and of
their consolidated financial performance and their consolidated cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with Inter-
national Financial Reporting Standards and have been properly prepared in accordance with the requirements of The Companies
(Guernsey) Law, 2008.

What we have audited

The group's consolidated financial statements comprise:

• the Consolidated statement of financial position as at 31 December 2020;
• the Consolidated statement of comprehensive income for the year then ended;
• the Consolidated statement of changes in equity for the year then ended;
• the Consolidated statement of cash flows for the year then ended; and
• the Notes to the consolidated financial statements, which include significant accounting policies and other explanatory in-
formation.

Basis for opinion

We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing ("ISAs"). Our responsibilities under those
standards are further described in the Auditor's responsibilities for the audit of the consolidated financial statements section of
our report.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.

Independence

We are independent of the group in accordance with the ethical requirements that are relevant to our audit of the consolidated
financial statements of the group, as required by the Crown Dependencies' Audit Rules and Guidance. We have fulfilled our
other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements. We are also independent in accordance with SEC Inde-
pendence Rules.

Our audit approach

Context

Our 2020 audit was planned and executed having regard to the fact that the operations of the group were largely unchanged
from the prior year. In light of this, our overall audit approach in terms of scoping and key audit matters was largely unchanged
with continued scrutiny over the valuation of unlisted investments and the calculation of incentive fees.
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Overview

Audit scope

The group's return is driven primarily by the performance of the underlying investment portfolio and so the underlying per-
formance and prevailing trading conditions of these direct and indirect investments in unlisted companies, funds and listed
companies are of particular relevance to our audit.

As part of designing our audit, we determined materiality and assessed the risks of material misstatement in the consolidated
financial statements. In particular, we considered where the directors made subjective judgements; for example, in respect of
significant accounting estimates that involved making assumptions and considering future events that are inherently uncertain.
As in all of our audits, we also addressed the risk of management override of internal controls, including among other matters,
consideration of whether there was evidence of bias that represented a risk of material misstatement due to fraud.

We tailored the scope of our audit in order to perform sufficient work to enable us to provide an opinion on the consolidated
financial statements as a whole, taking into account the structure of the group, the accounting processes and controls, and
the industry in which the group operates.

Key audit matters

• Valuation of unlisted investments
• Calculation of incentive fees
• Consideration of the impact of COVID-19

Materiality

• Overall group materiality: €20.8 million (2019: €19.5 million) based on 2.25% of net assets.
• Performance materiality: €15.6 million.

The scope of our audit

As part of designing our audit, we determined materiality and assessed the risks of material misstatement in the consolidated
financial statements. In particular, we considered where the directors made subjective judgements; for example, in respect of
significant accounting estimates that involved making assumptions and considering future events that are inherently uncertain.
As in all of our audits, we also addressed the risk of management override of internal controls, including among other matters,
consideration of whether there was evidence of bias that represented a risk of material misstatement due to fraud.

Key audit matters

Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgement, were of most significance in our audit of the consol-
idated financial statements of the current period. These matters, and any comments we make on the results of our procedures
thereon, were addressed in the context of our audit of the consolidated financial statements as a whole, and in forming our
opinion thereon, and we do not provide a separate opinion on these matters.

This is not a complete list of all risks identified by our audit.
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Key audit matter How our audit addressed the key audit matter 

Valuation of unlisted investments   

Refer to the Directors' report, the Basis of preparation, the Principal 
accounting policies and notes 4, 9, 14, 17, 19, 20 and 22 to the 
consolidated financial statements. 

The group has a diverse investment portfolio consisting of unlisted 
investments and listed companies. The valuation of the portfolio of 
unlisted investments is significant in assessing the financial position and 
performance of the group and is an area to which significant judgement 
is often applied and estimates made by the directors. 

The unlisted investments are valued on a basis considered most 
appropriate by the directors in accordance with the International Private 
Equity and Venture Capital Valuation (“IPEV”) Guidelines, dependent on 
the nature of the underlying business which has been invested in. This 
includes: 

• Applying a multiple to earnings; 

• Applying a discount rate to future cash flows;  

• Using net asset values received from the relevant general partners; 
and 

• Using underlying asset valuations. 

Where a multiple is applied to earnings, the multiple is normally 
calculated by taking a discount to the multiple of similar, listed 
companies. This discount typically reflects differences between these 
companies and the company being valued, for example, size and 
marketability differences between listed and unlisted companies. 

Both determining the valuation methodology and determining the inputs 
to the valuation are subjective and complex. This, combined with the 
significance of the unlisted investments balance in the consolidated 
statement of financial position, meant that this was a key audit matter for 
our current year audit. 

 

We updated and reconfirmed our understanding and evaluation of 
management's processes and internal controls in so far as they apply to 
investment valuations, the valuation models used and the areas where 
significant judgements and estimates are made. We also performed tests 
over key controls in order to validate their operating effectiveness. 

The unlisted investments are generally investments in private companies 
(direct investments) and are initially valued by Partners Group AG (the 
"Investment Manager") and then subject to review by the Valuation 
Committee before being recommended to the directors for review, 
challenge and approval. We discussed with and challenged the Investment 
Manager as to the appropriateness of the valuation methodology applied, 
using our knowledge of the investments and the IPEV Guidelines. 

For a sample of investments, we tested the valuation techniques that the 
Investment Manager used to value these unlisted investments as follows:  

• We obtained the Investment Manager's valuation model containing 
earnings, trading multiples for listed comparable companies and the 
multiple used to value the investment, or the relevant cash flows 
models and discount rates applied; 

• We challenged the appropriateness of the valuation methodology 
applied by the Investment Manager, including the availability of 
representative market data for earnings multiple models and 
whether a discounted cash flow model would be more appropriate;  

• We checked the mathematical accuracy of the model; 

• We obtained the management information including budgets, 
forecasts and cash flows for the underlying companies being valued. 
We used this to corroborate the earnings and cash flows being used 
in the model in relation to the unlisted company being valued. We 
assessed the appropriateness of the earnings or cash flows being 
used based on our understanding of the financial performance of the 
underlying companies, independently confirming a sample of the 
management information received, and challenged changes made, by 
the Investment Manager in the application of this input to the 
valuation; 

• In testing the Investment Manager's fair valuation process, we 
assessed trading multiples for the comparable companies identified 
by the Investment Manager and compared them to the multiples 
used in the valuation. We also considered whether any other traded 
companies may be comparable and considered the impact of their 
inclusion in the sourced trading multiples on the valuation, where 
and if considered appropriate; 

• We independently sourced, where appropriate, the inputs to the 
discount rates used in any discounted cash flow calculations; 

• We challenged the Investment Manager on any adjustment to the 
comparable multiples to arrive at the multiple or discount rate used 
in their valuation. This included considering how these changes 
compared relative to the performance of the underlying company 
against the relevant industry sector; 

• Where underlying net asset valuations were used to value 
investments in funds (indirect investments), we corroborated these 
by tracing them to supporting documentation such as capital account 
statements, which we obtained as at Q3. Such source documentation 
was also used to confirm details such as the group's committed 
capital, unfunded commitments, percentage ownership and other 
specific details of the respective fund investments. We then tested 
the control procedures in place to process Q4 investment call and 
distribution notices before inspecting a sample of the notices 
substantively. After year end, we verified the listed market prices at 
year end for any underlying listed positions held by the indirect 
investments and assessed a sample of the Investment Manager’s fair 
value adjustments made. We also evaluated the appropriateness of 
such source documentation by independently confirming a sample 
thereof with the administrators of the underlying funds. In addition, 
we evaluated the reliability of this information by comparing such 
source documentation used in the group's prior year valuations  
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  against the audited financial statements issued by the underlying 
funds in which the group was invested; and  

• For the direct investments, we also recalculate the value of the 
financial instruments held that is attributable to the group. This 
includes, amongst other procedures, inspecting the contracts 
supporting the financial instruments in issue by the underlying 
company and deducting any attributable issued financial instrument 
value that has a higher ranking than that of the group in the waterfall.  

• For our sample of investments, we performed open source searches 
to identify any relevant, publicly available information that the 
Investment Manager had not considered in determining the value of 
the investments, both during the year and subsequent to the year 
end. We did not identify any material additional information that had 
not been considered by the Investment Manager. 

• In addition to the above, we reviewed the Investment Manager’s 
assessment of the uncertainty presented by the COVID-19 
pandemic on a portfolio level as well as on an individual investment 
basis and considered its completeness. This included evaluating the 
significant assumptions used by the Investment Manager in 
determining future cash flows or maintainable earnings, for example. 
Where possible, we compared significant assumptions to external 
data and benchmarks. We did not identify any additional impacts of 
COVID-19 on the investment portfolio which required adjustments 
to valuations. 

Based on this work, we were satisfied that the assumptions used by the 
Investment Manager were within an acceptable range and that the 
calculations were mathematically accurate. 

Calculation of incentive fees   

See notes 5 and 16 of the consolidated financial statements for further 
information on the incentive fees payable by the group. Incentive fees 
comprise amounts accrued and payable to the Investment Manager to 
compensate them for services provided in a way which aligns their  
remuneration with the group's investment performance. The incentive 
fee calculations, which are undertaken in accordance with the 
investment management agreement between the group and the 
Investment Manager are complex, which increases the risk of error.  

Incentive fees are calculated based on the fair value and cash flows of 
each direct and secondary investment. This calculation is performed 
separately for each direct and indirect investment, and also includes 
adjustments for such items as fee rebates. This means that some of the 
calculations can be based on complex calculations with a number of data 
inputs; some of which are unobservable, selected by management and 
therefore subjective and potentially open to bias.  

We focused on both the accuracy and occurrence of the incentive fee 
calculation due to the complexity of the calculation and also due to the 
nature of the incentive fees, which means that there may be an incentive 
for these to be overstated. 

 

Our audit approach was based upon the specifics of the incentive fee 
arrangements as set out in the investment management agreement and 
the notes to the consolidated financial statements, and which are 
described in the company's offering documents. 

In assessing the accuracy and occurrence of the incentive fees: 

• We obtained a summary of incentive fees charged and examined the 
offering documents and investment management agreement to 
ensure that any incentive fees are being calculated and accrued only 
when the contractual conditions existed for the incentive fee to be 
recognised; 

• We also ensured that all parameters of the incentive fee were 
included within the calculation, as set out in the offering documents 
and investment management agreement; 

• We performed controls testing over the occurrence of the 
investment disposals, the value of such disposals and the gains 
realised on such disposals. This included ensuring that the returns 
achieved exceeded the conditions in place for the incentive fee to be 
triggered; and 

• We recalculated the incentive fee attributable to the Investment 
Manager using the applicable methodology. We did not identify any 
material differences. 

Consideration of the impact of COVID-19 

The directors and Investment Manager have considered the impact of 
events that have been caused by the COVID-19 pandemic on the 
current operations of the group. The extent of the impact of COVID-19 
on future performance is unclear and measurement of the effects as they 
relate to the financial statements entail a significant degree of estimation 
uncertainty. 

In assessing the impact of COVID-19, the directors and the Investment 
Manager have made significant estimates and judgements in the 
valuation of unlisted investments. 

As a result of the uncertainty created by COVID-19, we have 
determined the directors’ and the Investment Manager’s consideration 
of the impact of COVID-19 to be a key audit matter. 

 

Our assessment of the directors’ and the Investment Manager’s 
consideration of the impact of COVID-19 has been addressed as part of 
our procedures on the valuation of unlisted investments. 

Based on the procedures set out in our key audit matter addressing the 
valuation of unlisted investments, we have not identified any matters to 
report with respect to the directors’ and the Investment Manager’s 
consideration of the impact of COVID-19 and the disclosure of this within 
the financial statements. 

In addition to the above, we considered whether changes to working 
practices caused by COVID-19 had a significant adverse impact on the 
effectiveness of the group’s operations and the control environment at 
the Investment Manager. We did not identify any significantly adverse 
impacts. 
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How we tailored the audit scope

We tailored the scope of our audit to ensure that we performed enough work to be able to give an opinion on the consolidated
financial statements as a whole, taking into account the structure of the group, the accounting processes and controls, and
the industry in which the group operates.

Materiality

The scope of our audit was influenced by our application of materiality. We set certain quantitative thresholds for materiality.
These, together with qualitative considerations, helped us to determine the scope of our audit and the nature, timing and extent
of our audit procedures on the individual financial statement line items and disclosures and in evaluating the effect of misstate-
ments, both individually and in aggregate on the consolidated financial statements as a whole.

Based on our professional judgement, we determined materiality for the consolidated financial statements as a whole as follows:

€20.8 million (2019: €19.5 million)Overall group materiality

2.25% of net assets (2019: 2.25% of net assets)How we determined it

We believe that net assets is the most appropriate benchmark because this is the
key metric of interest to shareholders. It is also a generally accepted measure used
for companies in this industry.

Rationale for benchmark applied

We use performance materiality to reduce to an appropriately low level the probability that the aggregate of uncorrected and
undetected misstatements exceeds overall materiality. Specifically, we use performance materiality in determining the scope
of our audit and the nature and extent of our testing of account balances, classes of transactions and disclosures, for example
in determining sample sizes. Our performance materiality was 75% of overall materiality, amounting to €15.6 million for the
group financial statements.

In determining the performance materiality, we considered a number of factors - the history of misstatements, risk assessment
and aggregation risk and the effectiveness of controls - and concluded that an amount at the upper end of our normal range
was appropriate.

We agreed with the Audit & Risk Committee that we would report to them misstatements identified during our audit above
€1.04 million (2019: €0.98 million), as well as misstatements below that amount that, in our view, warranted reporting for
qualitative reasons.

Reporting on other information

The directors are responsible for the other information. The other information comprises all the information included in the
Annual Report but does not include the consolidated financial statements and our auditor's report thereon.

Our opinion on the consolidated financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not express any form
of assurance conclusion thereon.

In connection with our audit of the consolidated financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other information and,
in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the consolidated financial statements or
our knowledge obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If, based on the work we have performed,
we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other information, we are required to report that fact. We have
nothing to report based on these responsibilities.
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Responsibilities for the financial statements and the audit

Responsibilities of the directors for the consolidated financial statements

As explained more fully in the Directors' duties and responsibilities statement, the directors are responsible for the preparation
of the consolidated financial statements that give a true and fair view in accordance with International Financial Reporting
Standards, the requirements of Guernsey law and for such internal control as the directors determine is necessary to enable
the preparation of consolidated financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

In preparing the consolidated financial statements, the directors are responsible for assessing the group's ability to continue
as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting
unless the directors either intend to liquidate the group or to cease operations, or have no realistic alternative but to do so.

Auditor's responsibilities for the audit of the consolidated financial statements

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements as a whole are free
frommaterial misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor's report that includes our opinion. Reasonable
assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs will always detect
a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually
or in aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these
consolidated financial statements.

Our audit testing might include testing complete populations of certain transactions and balances, possibly using data auditing
techniques. However, it typically involves selecting a limited number of items for testing, rather than testing complete populations.
We will often seek to target particular items for testing based on their size or risk characteristics. In other cases, we will use
audit sampling to enable us to draw a conclusion about the population from which the sample is selected.

As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise professional judgement and maintain professional scepticism
throughout the audit. We also:

• Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements, whether due to fraud or
error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and ap-
propriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher
than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the
override of internal control.

• Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate
in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the group's internal control.

• Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and related dis-
closures made by the directors.

• Conclude on the appropriateness of the directors' use of the going concern basis of accounting and, based on the audit
evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt
on the group's ability to continue as a going concern over a period of at least twelve months from the date of approval of
the consolidated financial statements. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention
in our auditor's report to the related disclosures in the consolidated financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate,
to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor's report.
However, future events or conditions may cause the group to cease to continue as a going concern.

• Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the consolidated financial statements, including the disclosures,
and whether the consolidated financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events in a manner that
achieves fair presentation.

• Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial information of the entities or business activities within
the group to express an opinion on the consolidated financial statements. We are responsible for the direction, supervision
and performance of the group audit. We remain solely responsible for our audit opinion.
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We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of the
audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit.

We also provide those charged with governance with a statement that we have complied with relevant ethical requirements
regarding independence, and to communicate with them all relationships and other matters that may reasonably be thought
to bear on our independence, and where applicable, related safeguards.

From thematters communicatedwith those chargedwith governance, we determine thosematters that were of most significance
in the audit of the consolidated financial statements of the current period and are therefore the key audit matters. We describe
these matters in our auditor's report unless law or regulation precludes public disclosure about the matter or when, in extremely
rare circumstances, we determine that a matter should not be communicated in our report because the adverse consequences
of doing so would reasonably be expected to outweigh the public interest benefits of such communication.

Use of this report

This report, including the opinions, has been prepared for and only for the members as a body in accordance with Section 262
of The Companies (Guernsey) Law, 2008 and for no other purpose. We do not, in giving these opinions, accept or assume
responsibility for any other purpose or to any other person to whom this report is shown or into whose hands it may come
save where expressly agreed by our prior consent in writing.

Report on other legal and regulatory requirements

Company Law exception reporting

Under The Companies (Guernsey) Law, 2008 we are required to report to you if, in our opinion:

• we have not received all the information and explanations we require for our audit;
• proper accounting records have not been kept; or
• the consolidated financial statements are not in agreement with the accounting records.

We have no exceptions to report arising from this responsibility.

Corporate governance statement

The Listing Rules require us to review the directors' statements in relation to going concern, longer-term viability and that part
of the corporate governance statement relating to the company's compliance with the provisions of the UK Corporate Gov-
ernance Code specified for our review. Our additional responsibilities with respect to the corporate governance statement as
other information are described in the Reporting on other information section of this report.

The company has reported compliance against the 2019 AIC Code of Corporate Governance (the "Code") which has been
endorsed by the UK Financial Reporting Council as being consistent with the UK Corporate Governance Code for the purposes
of meeting the company's obligations, as an investment company, under the Listing Rules of the FCA.

Based on the work undertaken as part of our audit, we have concluded that each of the following elements of the corporate
governance statement included within the Directors' report is materially consistent with the consolidated financial statements
and our knowledge obtained during the audit, and we have nothing material to add or draw attention to in relation to:

• The directors' confirmation that they have carried out a robust assessment of the emerging and principal risks;
• The disclosures in the Annual Report that describe those principal risks, what procedures are in place to identify emerging
risks and an explanation of how these are being managed or mitigated;
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• The directors' statement in the consolidated financial statements about whether they considered it appropriate to adopt
the going concern basis of accounting in preparing them, and their identification of any material uncertainties to the group's
ability to continue to do so over a period of at least twelve months from the date of approval of the consolidated financial
statements;

• The directors' explanation as to their assessment of the group's prospects, the period this assessment covers and why the
period is appropriate; and

• The directors' statement as to whether they have a reasonable expectation that the company will be able to continue in
operation and meet its liabilities as they fall due over the period of its assessment, including any related disclosures drawing
attention to any necessary qualifications or assumptions.

Our review of the directors' statement regarding the longer-term viability of the group was substantially less in scope than an
audit and only consisted of making inquiries and considering the directors' process supporting their statements; checking that
the statements are in alignment with the relevant provisions of the Code; and considering whether the statement is consistent
with the consolidated financial statements and our knowledge and understanding of the group and its environment obtained
in the course of the audit.

In addition, based on the work undertaken as part of our audit, we have concluded that each of the following elements of the
corporate governance statement is materially consistent with the consolidated financial statements and our knowledge obtained
during the audit:

• The directors' statement that they consider the Annual Report, taken as a whole, is fair, balanced and understandable, and
provides the information necessary for the members to assess the group's position, performance, business model and
strategy;

• The section of the Annual Report that describes the review of effectiveness of risk management and internal control systems;
and

• The section describing the work of the Audit and Risk Committee.

We have nothing to report in respect of our responsibility to report when the directors' statement relating to the company's
compliance with the Code does not properly disclose a departure from a relevant provision of the Code specified under the
Listing Rules for review by the auditors.

John Luff
For and on behalf of PricewaterhouseCoopers CI LLP
Chartered Accountants and Recognised Auditor
Guernsey, Channel Islands
19 March 2021
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12. Consolidated financial statements
Consolidated statement of comprehensive income

for the period from 1 January 2020 to 31 December 2020

01.01.2019
31.12.2019

01.01.2020
31.12.2020

Notes
In thousands of EUR

199'98297'749Net income from financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

197'086106'941Private equity

5151'22821Interest & dividend income

191'690129'0439,22Revaluation

(530)(183)9,22Withholding tax on direct private equity investments

5'411(23'147)9,23Net foreign exchange gains / (losses)

1'419(9'912)Private debt

3'3582'37021Interest income (including payment-in-kind)

(3'550)(9'711)9,22Revaluation

(12)(13)9,22Withholding tax on direct private debt investments

1'623(2'558)9,23Net foreign exchange gains / (losses)

89(705)Private real estate

89(705)9,22Revaluation

1'3881'425Private infrastructure

9873'7199,22Revaluation

401(2'294)9,23Net foreign exchange gains / (losses)

(30)(236)Net income from cash & cash equivalents and other income

(30)(236)23Net foreign exchange gains / (losses)

199'95297'513Total net income

(33'511)(26'385)Operating expenses

(12'732)(12'979)24Management fees

(19'429)(10'639)16,24Incentive fees

(399)(414)24Administration fees

(250)(250)24Service fees

(1'493)(1'594)Other operating expenses

792(509)23Other net foreign exchange gains / (losses)

(11'309)13'607Other financial activities

(617)(793)15,21Interest expense - credit facilities

-(60)21,24,25Interest expense - related party loans

(415)(1'109)Other finance cost

(10'388)15'55511,22Net gains / (losses) from hedging activities

11114Other income

155'13284'735Surplus / (loss) for period

--Other comprehensive income for period; net of tax
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01.01.2019
31.12.2019

01.01.2020
31.12.2020

Notes
In thousands of EUR

155'13284'735Total comprehensive income for period

69'151'168.0069'151'168.00Weighted average number of shares outstanding

2.241.23Basic surplus / (loss) per share for period

2.241.23Diluted surplus / (loss) per share for period

The earnings per share is calculated by dividing the surplus / (loss) for period by the
weighted average number of shares outstanding.

The above consolidated statement of comprehensive income should be read in conjunction
with the accompanying notes.
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Consolidated statement of financial position

As at 31 December 2020

31.12.201931.12.2020Notes
In thousands of EUR

ASSETS

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

822'801821'2099,20Private equity

70'31651'6059,20Private debt

2'7331'3299,20Private real estate

25'50229'2749,20Private infrastructure

Financial assets at amortized cost

-9'00617Deferred receivables on investments

2'8502'628Other long-term receivables

924'202915'051Non-current assets

1'6268'76620Other short-term receivables

1'6215'96011,20Hedging assets

22'57231'51512Cash and cash equivalents

25'81946'241Current assets

950'021961'292TOTAL ASSETS

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

696913Share capital

868'611923'265Reserves

868'680923'334Total equity

47'500-15Short-term credit facility

33'84137'958Accruals and other short-term payables

81'34137'958Liabilities falling due within one year

950'021961'292TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

The above consolidated statement of financial
position should be read in conjunction with the
accompanying notes.
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Consolidated statement of changes in equity

for the period from 1 January 2020 to 31 December 2020

TotalReservesShare capital
In thousands of EUR

868'680868'61169Balance at the beginning of period

(30'081)(30'081)-Dividends declared

84'73584'735-Surplus / (loss) for period

923'334923'26569Equity at end of period

for the period from 1 January 2019 to 31 December 2019

TotalReservesShare capital
In thousands of EUR

753'654753'58569Balance at the beginning of period

(40'106)(40'106)-Dividends declared

155'132155'132-Surplus / (loss) for period

868'680868'61169Equity at end of period

The above consolidated statement of changes in equity should be read in
conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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Consolidated statement of cash flows

for the period from 1 January 2020 to 31 December 2020

01.01.2019
31.12.2019

01.01.2020
31.12.2020

Notes
In thousands of EUR

Operating activities

155'74985'588Surplus / (loss) for period before interest expense

Adjustments:

(8'197)28'74423Net foreign exchange (gains) / losses

(189'216)(122'346)22Investment revaluation

54219622Withholding tax on direct investments

(3'635)(3'566)21Net result from interest income

(238)(32)21Net result from dividend income

10'388(15'555)11,22Revaluation on forward hedges

16'871(16'418)(Increase) / decrease in receivables

14'8904'334Increase / (decrease) in payables

(10'431)11'21611Realized gains / (losses) from forward hedges

(45'214)(53'459)9Purchase of private equity investments

5421289Purchase of private debt investments

44-9Purchase of private real estate investments

-(2'454)9Purchase of private infrastructure investments

58'432160'9029Distributions from and proceeds from sales of private equity investments

17'0207'5129Distributions from and proceeds from sales of private debt investments

2'1006999Distributions from and proceeds from sales of private real estate investments

1'0001079Distributions from and proceeds from sales of private infrastructure investments

3'5112'25021Interest & dividends received

24'15887'846Net cash from / (used in) operating activities

Financing activities

12'500(47'500)15Net increase / (decrease) in credit facilities

(447)(1'026)15,21Interest paid - credit facilities

-(60)21,25Interest paid - related party loans

(40'106)(30'081)13Dividends declared

(28'053)(78'667)Net cash from / (used in) financing activities

(3'895)9'179Net increase / (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents

26'49722'57212Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period

(30)(236)23Effects of foreign currency exchange rate changes on cash and cash equivalents

22'57231'51512Cash and cash equivalents at end of period

The above consolidated statement of cash flows should be read in conjunction with the
accompanying notes.
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Notes to the consolidated financial statements
for the period from 1 January 2020 to 31 December 2020

1 Organization and business activity
Princess Private Equity Holding Limited ("the Company") is an investment holding company established on 12 May 1999. The
Company's registered office is Tudor House, St. Peter Port, Guernsey, GY1 6BD. The Company is a Guernsey limited liability
company that invests in a diversified portfolio of private market investments through its wholly owned subsidiary, Princess
Private Equity Subholding Limited ("the Subsidiary"). The Subsidiary also holds certain investments through its wholly owned
subsidiary Princess Direct Investments, L.P. Inc. ("the Sub-Subsidiary"). The Sub-Subsidiary, the Subsidiary, and the Company
form a group ("the Group"). Both of these subsidiaries are consolidated as they are deemed to provide investment-related
services to the Company.

The shares of the Company were listed on the Prime Standard of the Frankfurt Stock Exchange from 13 December 2006 until
5 December 2012 (date of delisting). The shares of the Company remain listed on the Main Market of the London Stock
Exchange, where they have been listed since 1 November 2007.

2 Basis of preparation
The consolidated financial statements comprise the financial statements of the Group. The consolidated financial statements
have been prepared on a going concern basis in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards ("IFRS") and under
the historical cost convention as modified by the revaluation of financial assets and financial liabilities at fair value through
profit or loss.

The preparation of consolidated financial statements, in conformity with IFRS, requires the use of estimates and assumptions
that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the
consolidated financial statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. Although
these estimates are based on management's best knowledge of current events and actions, actual results may ultimately differ
from those estimates. The areas where assumptions, judgments and estimates are significant to the consolidated financial
statements are disclosed in Note 4, 'Critical accounting estimates and judgments'.

The Directors of the Company have elected to prepare consolidated financial statements for Princess Private Equity Holding
Limited for the period ended 31 December 2020 as the parent of the Group and therefore, in accordance with Section 244(5)
of The Companies (Guernsey) Law, 2008, they are not required to prepare individual accounts for the financial period for
Princess Private Equity Holding Limited in accordance with Section 243 of The Companies (Guernsey) Law, 2008.

3 Principal accounting policies
The accounting policies below have been applied consistently, except where otherwise noted, in dealing with items which are
considered material in relation to the Group's consolidated financial statements.

From 1 January 2020, the following existing revised IFRS and interpretations to existing standards were required to be adopted.
The Group has consequently adopted all relevant and below mentioned standards since 1 January 2020:

Amendments to References to the Conceptual Framework in IFRS Standards (effective from 1 January 2020);
Amendments to IFRS 3 Business combinations (effective from 1 January 2020) - Definition of a business;
Amendments to IAS 1 Presentation of financial statements and IAS 8 Accounting policies, changes in accounting estimates
and errors (effective from 1 January 2020) - Definition of material.

There are no other standards, amendments to standards or interpretations that are effective for annual periods beginning on
1 January 2020 that have a material effect on the consolidated financial statements of the Group.

The following standards, or amendments to existing standards, which are mandatory for future accounting periods, but where
early adoption is permitted now, have not been adopted:
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Phase 2 amendments to IFRS 7 Financial instruments: Disclosures, IFRS 9 Financial instruments and IAS 39 Financial instruments:
Recognition and measurement (effective from 1 January 2021) - Interest rate benchmark (IBOR) reform;
Amendments to IFRS 3 Business combinations (effective from 1 January 2022) - Reference to the Conceptual Framework;
Amendments to IAS 37 Provisions, contingent liabilities and contingent assets (effective from 1 January 2022) - Onerous
Contracts - Cost of Fulfilling a Contract;
Annual Improvements to IFRS Standards 2018-2020 Cycle (effective from 1 January 2022) Amendments to IFRS 1 First-time
Adoption of International Financial Reporting Standards (effective from 1 January 2022) - Subsidiary as a first-time adopter;
Amendments to IFRS 9 Financial Instruments (effective from 1 January 2022) - Fees in the '10 per cent' test for derecognition
of financial liabilities;
Amendments to IAS 1 Presentation of financial statements (effective from 1 January 2023) - Classification of liabilities.

The impact of these new accounting standards and interpretations is currently being assessed and it is expected that it will
not significantly affect the Group's results of operations or financial position.

Segmental reporting
IFRS 8 - Operating segments requires segments to be identified and presented following a "management approach" under
which segment information is presented on the same basis as that used for internal reporting and monitoring purposes.
Operating segments are reported in a manner consistent with internal reporting at the Investment Manager. Partners Group
AG (the "Investment Manager") is appointed by the Directors and has been identified as the chief operating decision maker,
responsible for allocating resources and assessing performance of each operating segment. Operating segments have been
identified as: private equity, private debt, private real estate, private infrastructure and private resources. Only those segments
applicable within the reporting periods have been reflected in these audited consolidated financial statements.

Consolidation
The Directors of the Company have determined that the Company is an investment entity in accordance with IFRS 10 based
on the fact that it meets the relevant definition criteria. The Company:

• obtains funds from one or more investors for the purpose of providing those investors with investment management
services;

• commits to its investors that its business purpose is to invest funds solely for returns from capital appreciation, investment
income or both; and

• measures and evaluates the performance of substantially all of its investments on a fair value basis.

As a result, the Group does not consolidate any entities other than the Subholding and Sub-Subsidiary (the "Subsidiaries"), as
further described in Note 4, "Critical accounting estimates and judgments".

Inter-company transactions, balances and unrealized gains or losses on transactions between Group companies are eliminated
on consolidation.

A list of the Group's subsidiaries is set out in a subsequent note (Note 26). The consolidation is performed using the purchase
method. All Group companies have 31 December as the end of their reporting periods.

Net income from short-term investments and cash and cash equivalents
Income from bank deposits and interest income from short-term investments are included on an accruals basis using the
effective interest rate method. Gains and losses from short-term investments and gains and losses from cash and cash equivalents
also include the increase or decrease in the value of short-term investments purchased at a discount or a premium. All realized
and unrealized surpluses and losses are recognized in the audited consolidated statement of comprehensive income. Dividend
income is recognized when the right to receive payment is established.

Expenditure
All items of expenditure are included in the audited consolidated financial statements on an accruals basis.
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Foreign currency translation

(a) Functional and presentation currency

Items included in the financial statements of each of the Group's entities are measured using the currency of the economic
environment in which the entity operates (the "Functional Currency") that most faithfully represents the economic effect of
the underlying transactions, events and conditions. The Group's economic environment has been assessed and determined in
accordance with the primary and secondary indicators defined in IAS 21 - The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates.
The consolidated financial statements are presented in Euros, which is the Company and Group's Functional Currency.

(b) Transactions and balances

Transactions in foreign currencies are translated into the Functional Currency using the exchange rates prevailing at the dates
of the transactions or valuations where items are remeasured. Foreign exchange gains and losses resulting from the settlement
of such transactions and from the translation at the end of the reporting period exchange rates of monetary assets and liabilities
denominated in foreign currencies are recognized in the audited consolidated statement of comprehensive income.

Financial assets and financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss

(a) Classification

The Group classifies its investments based on both the Group's business model for managing those financial assets and the
contractual cash flow characteristics of the financial assets. The portfolio of financial assets is managed and performance is
evaluated on a fair value basis. The Group is primarily focused on fair value information and uses that information to assess
the assets' performance and to make decisions. The Group has not taken the option to irrevocably designate any equity
securities as fair value through other comprehensive income. The contractual cash flows of the Group's debt securities are
solely principal and interest; however, these securities are neither held for the purpose of collecting contractual cash flows
nor held both for collecting contractual cash flows and for sale. The collection of contractual cash flows is only incidental to
achieving the Group business model's objective. Consequently, all investments are measured at fair value through profit or
loss.

Where the Group has hedged the value of non-Functional Currency investments against the Functional Currency the Group
does not use hedge accounting as defined in IFRS 9. Derivative financial instruments are classified as financial assets and
financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss in accordance with IFRS 9. They are initially recognized in the audited
consolidated statement of financial position at fair value and are subsequently remeasured to fair value. As a result, the realized
gains/losses and the unrealized changes in fair value are recognized in the audited consolidated statement of comprehensive
income under the heading "Other financial activities". The fair values of various derivative instruments used for hedging
purposes, if any, are disclosed in the notes.

Financial assets and financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss consist of interests which are acquired by the Group
(including all related securities) in (typically unlisted) direct private market investments ("Direct Investments") and all other
types of investments, which comprise investments in other investment vehicles ("Indirect Investments"). These are managed
and their performance is evaluated on a fair value basis in accordance with the Group's documented investment strategy. The
Group's policy is used by the Investment Manager and the Directors to evaluate the information about these financial assets
and liabilities on a fair value basis together with other related financial information.

In setting the Group's investment policy the Directors have determined their intention to focus on making investments in
entities that adopt an internationally recognized standard of accounting.

(b) Recognition and derecognition
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All transactions relating to financial assets and financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss are recognized on the
settlement date or when all risks and rewards of ownership have been transferred.

Any distributions, including return of principal of investment, received from the underlying Direct and Indirect Investments
are recognized when the Group's right to receive payment has been established.

Financial assets and financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss are derecognized when the right to receive cash flows
has expired or where substantially all risks and rewards of ownership have been transferred.

Cash and payment-in-kind ("PIK") interest relating to debt investments held at fair value through profit or loss are recognized
on an accruals basis within interest income (including PIK) in the audited consolidated statement of comprehensive income
when the Group's right to receive payment is established.

(c) Measurement

As a matter of principle, financial assets and financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss are initially recognized at fair
value. Subsequent to initial recognition, all financial assets and financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss are measured
at fair value. Gains and losses arising from changes in the fair value of the financial assets or financial liabilities at fair value
through profit or loss are presented in the audited consolidated statement of comprehensive income within net income from
financial assets at fair value through profit or loss in the period in which they arise.

Distributions from Indirect Investments held at fair value through profit or loss are recognized in the audited consolidated
statement of financial position when the Group's right to receive payment is established. Distributions received from Indirect
Investments are recognized first as a repayment of the original capital contributed to the Indirect Investments which is
substantially in keeping with the distribution arrangements prescribed by the constituent documents of the Indirect Investments.
On repayment of any of the original capital contributed in full to the Indirect Investments, all subsequent distributions are
recognized in the audited consolidated statement of comprehensive income within revaluation.

Any interest and dividend distributions derived from Direct Investments are recognized when the Group's right to receive
payment is established and included within interest and dividend income in the audited consolidated statement of comprehensive
income.

(d) Fair value estimation

The fair values of financial instruments whose principal markets are actively traded exchange markets are based on quoted
market prices at the end of the reporting period. The quoted market price used for financial assets held by the Group is the
price within the bid-ask spread which is most representative of fair value at the end of the reporting period.

In assessing the fair value of non-traded financial instruments, the Group uses a variety of market and income methods such
as time of last financing, earnings and multiple analysis, discounted cash flow method and third party valuation and makes
assumptions that are based on market conditions and expected market participant assumptions existing at the end of each
period. Quotedmarket prices or dealer quotes for specific similar instruments are also used for long-term debt where appropriate.
Other information used in determining the fair value of non-traded financial instruments includes latest financial reports,
subsequent cash flows and internally performed monitoring of triggering events (such as exits and IPOs) as well as pricing
movements in comparable investments together with techniques, such as option pricing models and estimated discounted
value of future cash flows.

Short-term investments
Short-term investments consist of investments in treasury bills and money-market funds with a stated maturity between three
and twelve months at the date of acquisition. Short-term investments are classified and subsequently measured at fair value
through profit or loss.
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Offsetting financial instruments
Financial assets and liabilities are offset and the net amount reported in the audited consolidated statement of financial position
where there is currently a legally and contractually enforceable right to offset the recognized amounts and there is an intention
to settle on a net basis, or realize the asset and settle the liability simultaneously. A current legally and contractually enforceable
right to offset must not be contingent on a future event. Furthermore, it must be legally and contractually enforceable in (i)
the normal course of business; (ii) the event of default; and (iii) the event of insolvency or bankruptcy of the Group and all of
the counterparties.

Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents consist of cash at bank and term deposits with a maturity of three months or less. Cash and cash
equivalents are stated at the carrying amount as this is a reasonable approximation of fair value. Bank overdrafts are included
within liabilities falling due within one year in the audited consolidated statement of financial position. Cash and cash equivalents
may include unrestricted variation margin balances received from counterparties as collateral on derivative asset positions,
which are due back to those counterparties on settlement of the derivatives.

Other short-term receivables and long-term receivables
Other short-term receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that are not quoted in
an active market. They are classified as current assets unless the maturities are more than twelve months after the end of the
reporting period, where they are classified as non-current assets. Other short-term receivables are stated at the
contractual amount less impairment, if any, as this is a reasonable approximation of fair value. Other short-term receivables
may include variation margin balances paid to counterparties on derivative liability positions, which are due back from those
counterparties on settlement of the derivatives.

Other long-term receivables also include amounts receivable by the Group at the reporting date which represent distributions
from underlying investments that are held through special purpose vehicles that could be subject to corporate tax in jurisdictions
different to that of the Group. In certain cases, all distributions received from underlying investments must be retained in such
vehicles until the investment is fully realized in order to benefit from such structuring. It has been determined that future
payments may need to be made by the special purpose vehicles to tax authorities in the jurisdictions in which these are based,
and as such not all of the amounts paid by the underlying investment may be recoverable in full by the Group should the
distributions be taxed. As a result, these long-term receivable balances are assessed for taxes owing and the resulting revaluation
of these long-term receivables is recorded under "revaluation of long-term receivables" in the audited consolidated statement
of comprehensive income. These underlying investments and related calls and distributions have been accounted for on a
look-through basis.

Deferred receivables
Deferred receivables meet the definition of a financial asset as they represent a contractual right to receive cash for a specified
amount at a specified date. Deferred receivables which represent a financial asset are initially measured at fair value. Subsequently
these are measured at amortized cost using the effective interest rate method. At the end of the reporting period, the Group
shall measure the loss allowance on amounts due from buyers at an amount equal to the lifetime expected credit losses if the
credit risk has increased significantly since initial recognition. If however, the credit risk has not increased significantly since
initial recognition, the Group shall measure the loss allowance at an amount equal to 12-month expected credit losses. They
are classified as assets falling due within one year unless the maturities are more than 12 months after the end of the reporting
period where they are classified as assets falling due after one year. A deferred receivable is derecognized when the obligation
to receive the specifically identified cash flows has been fulfilled or when the contractual right to receive those cash flows has
expired.

Accruals and other short-term payables
Accruals and other short-term payables are non-derivative financial liabilities with fixed or determinable payments that are
not quoted in an active market. They are classified as liabilities falling due within one year unless the maturities are more
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than twelve months after the end of the reporting period where they are classified as liabilities falling due after one year.
Accruals and short-term payables are recognized initially at fair value and subsequently measured at amortized cost using the
effective interest method. Accruals and other short-term payables may include variation margin balances received as cash
from counterparties on derivative asset positions, which are payable back to those counterparties on the settlement of the
derivatives.

Borrowings
Borrowings consist of credit facilities and loans received either from financial institutions or from related parties. Such borrowings
are initially recognized at fair value and subsequently measured at amortized cost using the effective interest rate method.
Borrowings are derecognized when the obligation specified in the contract is discharged, canceled or expired. In the audited
consolidated statement of financial position borrowings are classified as liabilities falling due within one year unless the maturities
are more than twelve months after the end of the reporting period where they are classified as liabilities falling due after one
year.

Deferred payments
Deferred payments meet the definition of a financial liability as they are a contractual obligation for a specified amount at a
specified date. Deferred payments are initially recognized at fair value and subsequently measured at amortized cost using
the effective interest method. They are classified as liabilities falling due within one year unless the maturities are more
than twelve months after the end of the reporting period where they are classified as liabilities falling due after one year. A
deferred payment is derecognized when the obligation under the liability is paid or discharged.

Equity
Shares are classified as equity. Where any group company purchases the Company's equity share capital (treasury shares), the
consideration paid, including any directly attributable incremental costs, is deducted from equity attributable to the Company's
equity holders until the shares are canceled or reissued. Where such shares are subsequently reissued, any consideration
received, net of any directly attributable incremental transaction costs, is included in equity attributable to the Company's
equity holders.

4 Critical accounting estimates and judgments
There is significant subjectivity in the valuation of Direct and Indirect Investments with very little transparent market activity
to provide support for fair value levels at which willing buyers and sellers would transact. In addition there is subjectivity in
the cash flow modeling due to the fact that the underlying investments, in many cases, require funding based on the future
development of their investments. The estimates and judgments employed therein are therefore continually evaluated and
are based on historical experience and other factors, including expectations of future events that are believed to be reasonable
under the circumstances. The Group makes estimates and assumptions concerning the future. The resulting accounting
estimates will, by definition, seldom equal the related actual results.

Unlisted investments
For the valuation of such investments the InvestmentManager reviews the latest information provided by underlying investments
and other business counterparties, which frequently does not coincide with the valuation date, and applies widely recognized
market and income valuation methods to such information such as time of last financing, earnings and multiple analysis,
discounted cash flow method and third party valuation as well as market prices to estimate a fair value as at the end of the
reporting period.

Critical judgments

In order to determine the underlying assumptions of such methods significant judgment is required. The areas of such judgment
include, but are not limited to:

• Selection of valuation technique;
• Selection of a set of comparable listed companies;
• Selection of performance measures of such listed companies in order to determine comparable trading multiples;
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• Selection of recent transactions for the sales comparison method; and
• Identification of uncertain tax positions.

As part of the fair valuation of such investments, the Investment Manager uses observable market data (whenever possible),
unobservable data and cash flow data to consider and determine the fair values of the underlying investments. Furthermore
the Investment Manager considers the overall portfolio against observable data and general market developments to determine
if the valuations attributed appear to be fair based on the current market environment. The InvestmentManager makes practical
efforts to obtain the latest available information pertaining to the underlying unquoted investments.

The Investment Manager adheres to fair value assessment procedures that are determined independently of its investment
committee as part of the continuous evaluation of the fair value of the underlying unquoted investments.

Critical estimates

The Group estimates the fair value of an investment as at the valuation date based on an assessment of relevant applicable
indicators of fair value. Such indicators may include, but are not limited to:

• Determination of adjustments to comparable trading multiples based on qualitative factors;
• Determination of future cash flows;
• Determination of applicable discount rates considering own and counterparties' credit risk;
• Determination of applicable capitalization rates for the income method;
• Determination of price within the bid-ask spread for investments with available broker quotes;
• An underlying investment's most recent reporting information, including a detailed analysis of underlying company
performance and investment transactions with the Indirect Investments between the latest available reporting information
of the underlying investment and the end of the reporting period of the Group;

• Review of a Direct Investment's most recent accounting and cash flow reports and models, including data supplied by both
the sponsor and the company and any additional available information between the date of these reports and the end of
the reporting period of the Group;

• Review of recent transaction prices and merger and acquisition activity for similar Direct Investments;
• Review of the Indirect Investment's application of generally accepted accounting principles and the valuation method
applied for its underlying investments, such as discounted cash flow and multiple analysis, which are based on available
information;

• Review of current market environment and the impact of it on the Direct and Indirect Investments; and
• Determination of the impact of uncertain tax positions on the valuation.

The variety of valuation bases adopted, quality of management information provided by the underlying Indirect Investments and
the lack of liquid markets for the investments held mean that there are inherent difficulties in determining the fair values of
these investments that cannot be eliminated. There are significant estimates and assumptions that are used in establishing the
fair value of financial assets and liabilities. As a result, the actual amounts realized on the sale of these instruments may differ
from the fair values reflected in these consolidated financial statements and these differences may be significant as a result
of the judgments and estimates applied. The output of the above estimation of the fair value of investments is a significant
factor in the calculation of estimated incentive fee accruals and any rebates.

Cash flow modeling

In addition to the review of historical data within the cash flow modeling, the Investment Manager also takes into account
current portfolio data together with the expected development of the market environment based on observable market
information and subjects this to simulations and stress-testing with consideration of certain scenarios which could occur and
their potential impact on the Group and its investment commitment and funding strategy.

The results of such observations are included within the investment models to provide an insight into future expected cash
flows and the liquidity requirements of the Group.
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Critical estimates

As at the end of the reporting period, the Group estimates the cash flow requirements based on an assessment of all applicable
indicators, which may include but are not limited to the following:

• Historical statistical data: external and internal data serve as the statistical basis of the quantitative model;
• Current portfolio company information: the model is updated to take into account current data from the Group's Direct
and Indirect Investments;

• Input from the Investment Manager's investment professionals: quantitative and qualitative inputs from the general market
environment and specific portfolio in the model;

• Monte-Carlo simulations and stress-tests: stochastic behavior of private market cash flows combined with valuations and
tailor-made scenario analyses provide the basis for commitment decisions and quantitative risk management; and

• Use of borrowings and anticipated usage of such borrowings for anticipated drawdowns in relation to unfunded commitments
to Direct and Indirect Investments.

There are judgments made, based on assumptions concerning the future, and uncertainty in the estimates in the cash flow
modeling method and as such the Investment Manager, on instruction from the Board of Directors, continuously compares
these assumptions against actual market and business developments and revises the cash flow model accordingly.

Investment entity status of Subsidiaries

The assessment whether to consolidate the Subsidiaries which relate to the Group's investment activities requires judgment
as to whether those Subsidiaries meet the definition of an Investment Entity in IFRS 10 and provide services that relate to
the Company's investment activities. Management has assessed the amendment to IFRS 10 (effective 1 January 2016) and
concluded that each of the Subsidiaries does not meet the definition of an Investment Entity in accordance with IFRS, primarily
because each of the Subsidiaries has a single investor, which is a related party. Each of the Subsidiaries' primary services is to
provide investment related services to the parent company, including but not limited to providing investment management
services to the Company and acting as guarantor to the Company of its short-term credit facility.

5 Expenses
Management fees
With effect from 1 July 2020, Partners Group AG has taken over the appointment as the Investment Manager to the Company
from Princess Management Limited. Under the Investment Management Agreement (“IMA”) between the Company and
Investment Manager, the Company pays quarterly management fees to the Investment Manager in arrears. The quarterly
management fees are calculated as 0.375% of the private equity asset value which is the higher of (i) the net asset value of
the Company and (ii) the value of the assets less any temporary investments of the Company, plus the amount of the Company's
unfunded commitments to make investments.

The below highlights the changes in management fees calculation basis effective 1 July 2020:

(i) The private equity asset value excludes the unfunded commitments of primary and secondary investments; and
(ii) The management fees are reduced or offset by the amount that would have been charged had the rate in relation to the
loan master fund investment been 0.6% per annum.

Administration fees
The administration fees are paid quarterly in advance pursuant to the administration agreement between the Company and
Partners Group (Guernsey) Limited (the "Administrator"). The quarterly administration fees are calculated as 0.0125% of the
first USD 1 billion of net assets and 0.005% of the amount by which such net assets exceed USD 1 billion.
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Service fees
For the services provided, the Company pays Princess Management Limited a quarterly compensation of EUR 62'500 excluding
value added tax, if any, including any overhead, travel, out-of-pocket, information technology, and other infrastructure expenses
in connection with the provision of services under the investor relations agreement.

Incentive fees
In accordance with the IMA, the Investment Manager is entitled to receive a share of the realized profits of the Company,
otherwise referred to as incentive fees. In accordance with the IMA, incentive fees are calculated on each reporting date,
taking into account the required performance conditions and distribution arrangements of the Company.

Distributions of cash proceeds derived from each secondary investment are distributed to the Company or due to the Investment
Manager as incentive fees in the following order of priority: (i) the Company receives 100% of all distributions derived from
the relevant secondary investment ("relevant distributions") until it has received relevant distributions equal to its acquisition
cost in respect of the relevant secondary investment plus an amount (the "preferred return") calculated at the rate of 8% per
annum compounded annually on the amount outstanding in respect to the relevant secondary investment from time to time,
taking into account the timing of the relevant cash flows; (ii) thereafter, incentive fees equal to 100% of further relevant
distributions received by the Company are due and payable to the Investment Manager until such time as the Investment
Manager has received 10% of the sum of the preferred return distributed to the Company and the incentive fees due and
payable to the Investment Manager; and (iii) thereafter, additional incentive fees equal to 10% of further relevant distributions
received by the Company are due and payable to the Investment Manager.

Distributions of cash proceeds derived from each Direct Investment are distributed to the Company or due to the Investment
Manager as incentive fees in the following order of priority: (i) the Company receives 100% of all distributions derived from
the relevant Direct Investment ("relevant distributions") until it has received relevant distributions equal to its acquisition cost
in respect of the relevant Direct Investment plus an amount (the "preferred return") calculated at the rate of 8% per annum
compounded annually on the amount outstanding in respect to the relevant Direct Investment from time to time, taking into
account the timing of the relevant cash flows; (ii) thereafter, incentive fees equal to 100% of further relevant distributions
received by the Company are due and payable to the Investment Manager until such time as the Investment Manager has
received 15% of the sum of the preferred return distributed to the Company and the incentive fees due and payable to the
Investment Manager; and (iii) thereafter, additional incentive fees equal to 15% of further relevant distributions received by
the Company are due and payable to the Investment Manager.

Incentive fees are calculated on an annual basis based on the value of each direct and secondary investment as measured at
the reporting date, whether or not such investments are made through a pooling vehicle. This calculation is performed separately
for each direct and secondary investment.

The foreign currency exchange fluctuations are included in this calculation.

The change in incentive fees is accounted for on an accruals basis and is presented separately in the audited consolidated
statement of comprehensive income.

Audit fees
During the reporting period, the Company paid audit fees in the amount of EUR 117'448 (2019: EUR 123'715).

6 Taxation
The Company and the Subsidiaries are exempt from taxation in Guernsey under The Income Tax (Exempt Bodies) (Guernsey)
Ordinance, 1989 and are each liable for the payment of an annual fixed rate of GBP 1'200 per annum for the granting of the
exemption.

The Group may incur withholding taxes imposed by certain countries on income from underlying investments. Such income
is recognized gross of withholding taxes in the audited consolidated statement of comprehensive income.
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7 Dividends
During the reporting period, the Board of Directors of Princess Private Equity Holding Limited declared two interim dividends
of EUR 0.145 and EUR 0.29 per ordinary share, which were paid on 24 July 2020 and 7 January 2021 respectively, in total
amounting to EUR 30.1 million (2019: paid two interim dividends, each of EUR 0.29 per ordinary share, in total amounting to
EUR 40.1 million).

8 Segment calculation
The Investment Manager makes strategic allocations of assets between segments on behalf of the Group. The Group has
determined the operating segments based on the internal reporting provided by the Investment Manager to the Board of
Directors on a regular basis.

The Investment Manager considers that the investment portfolio of the Group may consist of up to five sub-portfolios, which
are managed by specialist teams within the Investment Manager. Only those segments applicable within the reporting period
have been reflected in these audited consolidated financial statements and the notes below. There were no changes in the
reportable segments during the period.

The Investment Manager assesses the performance of the reportable segments based on the net income from and capital
appreciation of the financial assets at fair value through profit or loss by segment, based on the fair value methodologies
adopted by the Group. This measurement basis excludes any additional general income and expenses which are not allocated
to segments but are managed by the Administrator on a central basis.

Total assets allocated to reportable segments are those financial instruments presented in the audited consolidated statement
of financial position by segment, and the Group's other assets, receivables, liabilities, and cash are not considered to be segment
assets or liabilities and are managed centrally by the Administrator. Hedging gains and losses are attributable to hedging
activities of the Group and managed on a central basis by the Investment Manager and Administrator and the Group's
management and incentive fees paid are not considered to be segment expenses.

The segment information provided by the Investment Manager with respect to reportable segments for the period is as follows:

01.01.2019
31.12.2019

01.01.2020
31.12.2020In thousands of EUR

Private equity

5151'228Interest & dividend income

191'690129'043Revaluation

(530)(183)Withholding tax on direct private equity investments

5'411(23'147)Net foreign exchange gains / (losses)

197'086106'941Total net income private equity

197'086106'941Segment result private equity

Private debt

3'3582'370Interest income (including payment-in-kind)

(3'550)(9'711)Revaluation

(12)(13)Withholding tax on direct private debt investments

1'623(2'558)Net foreign exchange gains / (losses)

1'419(9'912)Total net income private debt

1'419(9'912)Segment result private debt

Private real estate

89(705)Revaluation
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01.01.2019
31.12.2019

01.01.2020
31.12.2020In thousands of EUR

89(705)Total net income private real estate

89(705)Segment result private real estate

Private infrastructure

9873'719Revaluation

401(2'294)Net foreign exchange gains / (losses)

1'3881'425Total net income private infrastructure

1'3881'425Segment result private infrastructure

Non-attributable

(30)(236)Net foreign exchange gains / (losses)

(30)(236)Total net income non-attributable

(33'541)(26'621)Segment result non-attributable

(11'309)13'607Other financial activities not allocated

155'13284'735Surplus / (loss) for period

9 Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
9.1 PRIVATE EQUITY

31.12.201931.12.2020
In thousands of EUR

639'341822'801Balance at beginning of period

45'21453'459Purchase of Direct and Indirect Investments

(58'432)(160'902)Distributions from and proceeds from sales of Direct and Indirect Investments

107138Accrued cash and payment-in-kind interest

191'690129'043Revaluation

(530)(183)Withholding tax on direct private equity investments

5'411(23'147)Foreign exchange gains / (losses)

822'801821'209Balance at end of period

156'070(22'597)Movement in unrealized gains / (losses) still held at end of period

The balance at the beginning of the period includes investments classified as level 1, in accordance with IFRS 13, with a fair
value of EUR 7'764'394 (2019: EUR 10'214'670). The balance at the end of the period includes investments classified as level
1, in accordance with IFRS 13, with a fair value of EUR 9'320'151 (2019: EUR 7'764'394). During the reporting period, certain
investments with a fair value of EUR 2'166'923, EUR 9'320'151 and EUR 23'576'750 were transferred out of level 1 into
level 2, out of level 3 into level 1 and out of level 3 into level 2, respectively (2019: there were no transfers between level 3
and levels 1 and 2 of the fair value hierarchy).

9.2 PRIVATE DEBT

31.12.201931.12.2020
In thousands of EUR

89'56370'316Balance at beginning of period

(542)(128)Purchase of Direct and Indirect Investments
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31.12.201931.12.2020
In thousands of EUR

(17'020)(7'512)Distributions from and proceeds from sales of Direct and Indirect Investments

2541'211Accrued cash and payment-in-kind interest

(3'550)(9'711)Revaluation

(12)(13)Withholding tax on direct private debt investments

1'623(2'558)Foreign exchange gains / (losses)

70'31651'605Balance at end of period

(2'698)(9'042)Movement in unrealized gains / (losses) still held at end of period

Purchase of Direct and Indirect Investments represents capital calls from underlying investments made by the Group. The
amounts invested may be negative for certain investments and this may occur where either the Group has invested into
underlying investments and received rebates on fees charged within such underlying investments, or where an underlying
third-party investment has returned monies to the Group which have been previously called but unutilized.

9.3 PRIVATE REAL ESTATE

31.12.201931.12.2020
In thousands of EUR

4'7882'733Balance at beginning of period

(44)-Purchase of Direct and Indirect Investments

(2'100)(699)Distributions from and proceeds from sales of Direct and Indirect Investments

89(705)Revaluation

2'7331'329Balance at end of period

(2'055)(1'404)Movement in unrealized gains / (losses) still held at end of period

Purchase of Direct and Indirect Investments represents capital calls from underlying investments made by the Group. The
amounts invested may be negative for certain investments and this may occur where either the Group has invested into
underlying investments and received rebates on fees charged within such underlying investments, or where an underlying
third-party investment has returned monies to the Group which have been previously called but unutilized.

9.4 PRIVATE INFRASTRUCTURE

31.12.201931.12.2020
In thousands of EUR

25'11425'502Balance at beginning of period

-2'454Purchase of Direct and Indirect Investments

(1'000)(107)Distributions from and proceeds from sales of Direct and Indirect Investments

9873'719Revaluation

401(2'294)Foreign exchange gains / (losses)

25'50229'274Balance at end of period

1'3871'426Movement in unrealized gains / (losses) still held at end of period
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10 Accruals and other short-term payables
As at the end of the reporting period, accruals and other short-term payables mainly include accrued incentive fees, declared
interim dividends due to shareholders and quarterly management fees accrued in arrears in the amounts of EUR 19'524'906,
EUR 4'311'576, and EUR 3'500'726 respectively (2019: accrued incentive fees of EUR 26'913'057).

11 Foreign exchange forward / option contracts

31.12.201931.12.2020
In thousands of EUR

Foreign exchange forward contracts

434'339Unrealized gains / (losses)

(10'431)11'216Realized gains / (losses)

(10'388)15'555Total gains / (losses) from forward contracts

All contracts captured in the table below may be settled on a gross basis.

Fair value (in
thousands of

EUR)

Value dateVolume of currency
bought (in thousands)

Volume of currency
sold (in thousands)

Open foreign exchange
forward/option contracts

As at 31.12.2020

2'37027.01.2021EUR 78'675USD 93'400Foreign exchange forward contract

2'16027.01.2021EUR 51'914USD 60'900Foreign exchange forward contract

(378)27.01.2021EUR 33'117GBP 30'000Foreign exchange forward contract

(263)27.01.2021EUR 17'188GBP 15'630Foreign exchange forward contract

(338)27.01.2021USD 39'800EUR 32'853Foreign exchange forward contract

29428.01.2021EUR 21'245INR 1'877'000Foreign exchange forward contract

1'54724.02.2021EUR 51'189USD 60'800Foreign exchange forward contract

3124.02.2021EUR 19'300USD 23'600Foreign exchange forward contract

47717.03.2021EUR 82'094USD 100'000Foreign exchange forward contract

6017.03.2021EUR 9'120USD 11'100Foreign exchange forward contract

As at 31.12.2019

(458)15.01.2020EUR 25'251GBP 21'800Foreign exchange forward contract

74326.02.2020EUR 67'217USD 74'900Foreign exchange forward contract

74226.02.2020EUR 67'128USD 74'800Foreign exchange forward contract

74326.02.2020EUR 67'218USD 74'900Foreign exchange forward contract

(149)26.02.2020USD 26'000EUR 23'224Foreign exchange forward contract

12 Cash and cash equivalents

31.12.201931.12.2020
In thousands of EUR

22'57231'515Cash at banks

22'57231'515Total cash and cash equivalents
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13 Share capital, treasury shares, and reserves
13.1 CAPITAL

31.12.201931.12.2020
In thousands of EUR

Issued and fully paid

696969'151'168 ordinary shares of EUR 0.001 each out of the bond conversion

6969Total issued and fully paid shares

At the annual general meeting held in May 2020, the shareholders renewed the authority granted to the Directors to purchase
up to 14.99% of the issued share capital of the Company (2019: at the annual general meeting held in May 2019, the
shareholders renewed the authority granted to the Directors to purchase up to 14.99% of the issued share capital of the
Company).

During the reporting period, the Company did not buy back shares (2019: none). As disclosed in the table above, no shares
were canceled during the reporting period and no shares were held as treasury shares at the end of the reporting period (2019:
none).

The total authorized shares consist of 200'100'000 ordinary shares of EUR 0.001 each (total value EUR 200'100) (2019:
200'100'000 ordinary shares of EUR 0.001 each).

13.2 RESERVES

During the previous reporting period, the Directors have decided to present Reserves and Retained earnings as one reserve,
both of which are distributable reserves and similar in nature. This presentation remains consistent for the reporting period.

14 Commitments to Direct and Indirect Investments

31.12.201931.12.2020
In thousands of EUR

79'631106'623Unfunded commitments translated at the rate prevailing at end of period

15 Short-term credit facility
On 17 March 2020, the Company renewed a multi-currency revolving credit facility with an international financial institution,
for an increase in the size of the credit limit from EUR 50'000'000 to EUR 80'000'000, which ends on 13 December 2024.
This increase reflects the growth in the Company's net assets and provides additional resources to meet short-term liquidity
requirements.

Interest on principal drawn is calculated at a margin above the applicable London Interbank Offered Rate ("LIBOR") rate or, in
relation to any loan in EUR, the applicable Euro Interbank Offered Rate ("EURIBOR") rate.

The facility, in relation to the Company, is secured, inter alia, by way of a pledge over the shares in Princess Private Equity
Subholding Limited, a wholly owned subsidiary of the Company and a pledge over the bank accounts and the inter-company
loans within the Group.

The Company must maintain a total net asset value of at least EUR 350'000'000 and a total asset ratio (total debt plus current
liabilities as a percentage of restricted net asset value, as defined in the credit facility agreement) not greater than 25%.

As at the end of the reporting period and the previous reporting period, no event of default has occurred.
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31.12.201931.12.2020
In thousands of EUR

Short-term credit facility

35'00047'500Balance at beginning of period

47'50040'500Increase in credit facility

(35'000)(88'000)Decrease in credit facility

47'500-Balance at end of period

16 Incentive fees

31.12.201931.12.2020
In thousands of EUR

13'36226'913Balance at beginning of period

19'42910'639Change in incentive fees attributable to Investment Manager

(5'878)(18'027)Incentive fees paid/payable

26'91319'525Balance at end of period

61'89359'288Incentive fees accrued

(34'980)(39'763)Incentive fees rebates accrued

26'91319'525Total net incentive fees

The incentive fee balance as at the end of each period presented above represents a net amount which consists of incentive
fees accrued and incentive fee rebates accrued. Both net incentive fee balance as well as gross incentive fees accrued and
incentive fee rebates accrued as at the end of each period are presented separately.

17 Deferred receivables on investments

31.12.201931.12.2020
In thousands of EUR

-9'006Deferred receivables on investments

As at the end of the reporting period, other long-term receivables of EUR 9'005'931 (2019: EUR nil) pertain to the deferred
sales proceeds, to be received on or before 2 June 2023, arising from the sale of one of its underlying investments.

18 Earnings per share and net assets per share
Basic earnings per share are calculated by dividing the surplus or loss for the financial period attributable to the shareholders
by the weighted average number of shares outstanding during the reporting period. Diluted earnings per share are calculated
by adjusting the weighted average number of shares outstanding to assume conversion of all dilutive potential shares, if any.
There were no dilutive effects on the Company's shares during 2020 and 2019.

The net asset value per share is calculated by dividing the net assets in the audited consolidated statement of financial position
by the number of shares outstanding at the end of the reporting period.
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31.12.201931.12.2020
In thousands of EUR

868'680923'334Net assets of the Group

69'151'168.0069'151'168.00Outstanding shares at the end of the reporting period

12.5613.35Net assets per share at period end

19 Financial risk management
The Group's activities expose it to a variety of financial risks, including the effects of changes in debt and equity market prices,
foreign currency exchange rates and interest rates. The Group's overall risk management program focuses on the unpredictability
of financial markets and seeks to minimize potential adverse effects on the financial performance of the Group. The Group
may use derivative financial instruments such as foreign currency exchange forward or option contracts to hedge certain
financial risk exposures.

There has been increased uncertainty and disruption in the global economy and financial markets due to the COVID-19
pandemic, that may be mitigated by an effective vaccine or medication being rolled out and distributed globally. As a result,
efforts to contain its spread have impacted and will continue to impact the operations, financial condition, liquidity and cash
flows of the Group and its underlying portfolio companies and industries for an indefinite period of time. Some of these
companies and industries may be harmed financially from the pandemic, while others may benefit financially. Based on current
information, the Group is not aware of any material unrecorded impact on the financial statements arising from the COVID-19
outbreak. In addition, there is no indication that the going concern assumption of the Group is inappropriate.

The European Union and Britain agreed upon a post-Brexit trade deal on 24 December 2020. However, there may still be
potential economic consequences of Brexit on investments with UK exposure, which have implications for all aspects of
financial risk management. Exposure to increased foreign currency volatility resulting from Brexit is disclosed in section 20.1.
Although, there may be broader economic consequences which cannot be accurately quantified, any impact is expected to be
immaterial given the Group's low exposure to the UK. These broader economic consequences include the impact on interest
rate risk, credit risk, liquidity risk, capital risk, and market price risk.

The risks of a potential discontinuation of interbank offered rates ("IBORs") by the end of 2021 also have implications for all
aspects of financial risk management, including interest rate risk, credit risk, liquidity risk, capital risk and market price risk. The
Group has performed an assessment of the potential impact that a possible discontinuation of IBORs and transition to alternative
reference rates could have on its assets under management, balance sheet, investments, valuations and investors. The overall
risk is assessed to be limited and the Group plans to update this assessment and agree on measures to prepare for this transition
in the course of 2021, as additional visibility on the new market conventions becomes available.

19.1 FOREIGN CURRENCY EXCHANGE RISK

The Group holds assets and liabilities denominated in currencies other than its Functional Currency. The value of assets and
liabilities denominated in other currencies will fluctuate due to changes in exchange rates. The main currency risk for the Group
results from assets and liabilities held in other currencies where a change of exchange rates can have a material impact on the
value of assets and liabilities. The Group's global portfolio committee meets on a quarterly basis to review the implementation
of the Group's hedging strategy, through the use of derivative financial instruments such as foreign currency
exchange forward and option contracts to hedge certain exposures at its discretion. Furthermore, the Group's risk management
team reviews the foreign currency exchange risk on a daily basis and adjusts the actual hedging positions if necessary.
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The annual volatility analysis uses cross-currency rates from 1 January 2001 to the relevant period end in order to incorporate
long-term rate volatility trends. The analysis is based on the assumption that the non-Functional Currency fluctuates by the
annual volatility percentage, with all other variables held constant, and the amount by which the value of applicable net assets
would correspondingly fluctuate higher or lower is presented below. The foreign currency exposures below are presented net
of any foreign currency hedging instruments outstanding as at the end of the respective period.

31.12.201931.12.2020
In thousands of EUR

55Net assets denominated in AUD

9'69312'240Net assets denominated in CHF

19'524(1'173)Net assets denominated in GBP

11Net assets denominated in SEK

117'76248'547Net assets denominated in USD

14'242(3'259)Net assets denominated in INR

9.04%9.16%Applicable annual volatility AUD

6.51%6.38%Applicable annual volatility CHF

7.89%7.80%Applicable annual volatility GBP

5.60%5.58%Applicable annual volatility SEK

9.65%9.54%Applicable annual volatility USD

9.39%9.25%Applicable annual volatility INR

14'8735'020Fluctuation of net assets and corresponding results depending on above-mentioned volatility

19.2 INTEREST RATE RISK

The Group may invest in interest-bearing mezzanine and senior debt investments that are exposed to cash flow interest rate
risk due to changes in market interest rates. The interest on mezzanine and senior debt investments is partially based on LIBOR
and EURIBOR rates. A decrease in the market interest rates can lead to a decrease in the interest income of the Group. The
overall interest rate risk is considered to be limited as only a small part of the portfolio depends on variable interest rates.

Cash and cash equivalents are only short-term and therefore interest rate exposure is limited. Excess cash balances may be
placed into instruments with fixed interest rates when necessary. As at 31 December 2020, there were no term deposits
(2019: nil).

The interest rates quoted against the general market are analyzed as part of the Group's liquidity monitoring process to ensure
that these are competitive and action is taken when appropriate.

Other than as stated herein, the income and operating cash flows are substantially independent from changes in market interest
rates.

A change of 25 basis points in interest rates at the reporting date would have resulted in either an increase or a (decrease)
in surplus or loss by the amounts stated below. This analysis assumes that all other variables, in particular foreign currency
rates, remain constant and is performed on the same basis for each relevant reporting period.

The risk exposures of the Group to variable rate instruments are presented in 'Variable Rate Instruments'. The sensitivity of
the Group's variable rate instruments to movements in interest rates is presented as at the end of each relevant reporting
period.
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19.3 VARIABLE RATE INSTRUMENTS

31.12.201931.12.2020
In thousands of EUR

43'04730'185Mezzanine and senior debt investments

22'57231'515Cash and cash equivalents

(47'500)-Credit facility

18'11961'700Total variable rate instruments

19.4 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS REPORTING PERIOD

25bp decrease25bp increase
In thousands of EUR

(154)154Impact on variable rate instruments

19.5 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS PREVIOUS REPORTING PERIOD

25bp decrease25bp increase
In thousands of EUR

(45)45Impact on variable rate instruments

19.6 CREDIT RISK

Whilst the Group intends to diversify its portfolio of investments, the Group's investment activities may result in credit risk
relating to investments in which the Group has direct or indirect (through underlying investments and investments in subsidiaries)
exposure. A negative credit development or a default of an investment in which the Group has direct or indirect exposure will
lead to a lower net asset value and to lower dividend and interest income from assets within the private debt operating segment
or where the Group holds a direct interest.

It is expected that investments will include those made in private debt funds. Many of the private debt funds may be wholly
unregulated investment vehicles. In addition, certain of the private debt funds may have limited or no operational history and
have no proven track record in achieving their stated investment objective. The investment risk is managed by an investment
strategy that diversifies the investments in terms of geography, financing stage, industry or time.

Derivative counterparties and cash transactions are typically limited to high credit quality financial institutions, which are
governed by an internal rating system calculated based on publicly available data and takes into account the ratings assigned
by credit rating agencies such as Moody's and Standard & Poor's. However, in certain rare circumstances, the Investment
Manager's best execution committee has the authority to approve such transactions with specific counterparties who do not
have ratings as a one-off authorization, with considerations related to best execution price, liquidity and availability of other
counterparties. The Investment Manager ensures that surplus cash is invested in temporary investments. In addition, where
the Group holds significant amounts of cash the Investment Manager may seek to diversify this exposure across multiple
financial institutions.

In addition, the Investment Manager regularly conducts a concentration risk analysis on the underlying investments and has
concluded that no action needs to be taken.

The Group may also invest in mezzanine and senior debt facilities of private market investment backed underlying investments.
These underlying investments' financial performance is monitored on a monthly basis and classified by an internal rating system,
which consists of five categories: too early, with issues, on plan, above plan and outperformer. When assessing the investment
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the Investment Manager takes into account a number of factors, including the financial position and actual versus expected
performance. The term "too early" is used during the period just after the initial investment when there is insufficient information
to assess the actual performance of the underlying investment. If an underlying investment's performance is classified as "with
issues", the mezzanine or senior debt facility will be closely and regularly monitored by the Investment Manager, with regular
communications being held with the manager of the underlying investment so that the actual value can be assessed and, if
necessary, written down. The amount of any unrealized loss is disclosed herein and the change of credit quality, if any, is
reflected in the fair value of the instrument.

The Group provides mezzanine and senior debt facilities to private companies which are represented as debt instruments. No
collateral is received from the underlying companies. The credit quality of these investments is based on the financial performance
of the individual portfolio company. For those assets that are not past due, it is believed that the risk of default is small and
the capital repayments and interest payments will be made in accordance with the agreed terms and conditions.

As part of the quarterly fair value assessment the Investment Manager takes into consideration any breaches in covenants
and any changes in general market conditions.

The Group has no significant concentration of credit risk other than as detailed herein.

The table 'Rating of Mezzanine and Senior Debt Investments' presents the classification of the Group's mezzanine and senior
debt investments in the categories described above at the end of each reporting period presented. The tables 'Duration of
Credit Risk Reporting Period' and 'Duration of Credit Risk Previous Reporting Period' present the duration of credit risk of
the Group as at the end of each period, respectively.

19.7 RATING OF MEZZANINE AND SENIOR DEBT INVESTMENTS

31.12.201931.12.2020
In thousands of EUR

--Too early

12'70715'019With issues

30'34015'166On plan

--Above plan

--Outperformer

43'04730'185Total

19.8 DURATION OF CREDIT RISK REPORTING PERIOD

Past due more
than 1 year

Past due less
than 1 year

Not past due
In thousands of EUR

--5'960Hedging assets

--31'515Cash and cash equivalents

--8'766Other short-term receivables

--2'628Other long-term receivables

--9'006Deferred receivables on investments

--30'185Mezzanine and senior debt investments

As at the end of the reporting period, the Group held cash of EUR 31'514'763 with two international Swiss-based banking
groups which at that date had ratings of Baa1 (Moody's) and Aaa (Moody's).
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19.9 DURATION OF CREDIT RISK PREVIOUS REPORTING PERIOD

Past due more
than 1 year

Past due less
than 1 year

Not past due
In thousands of EUR

--1'621Hedging assets

--22'572Cash and cash equivalents

--1'626Other short-term receivables

--2'850Other long-term receivables

---Deferred receivables on investments

--43'047Mezzanine and senior debt investments

As at the end of the previous reporting period, the Group held cash of EUR 22'571'655 with two international Swiss-based
banking groups which at that date had ratings of Baa2 (Moody's) and Aaa (Moody's).

19.10 LIQUIDITY RISK

Liquidity risk arises where the Group may not be able to meet the obligations as and when these fall due for settlement.

Prudent liquidity risk management implies maintaining sufficient cash and marketable securities, the availability of funding
through an adequate amount of committed credit facilities and the ability to close out market positions.

As the unfunded commitments can be drawn at any time, there may be periods when the Group appears to have inadequate
liquidity to fund its investments or settle other amounts payable by the Group due to either changes in foreign currency
exchange rates that have an impact on the fair value of hedges and unfunded commitments to underlying investments or the
receipt of recallable distributions from underlying investments that increase the unfunded commitments to such investments
without a corresponding increase in unfunded commitments due from investors. The liquidity risk is managed through the use
of quantitative models by the Investment Manager's internal risk committee on a quarterly basis. If the risk committee concludes
that there is a risk of insufficient liquidity to fund investments, actions are taken into consideration such as entering into a
credit facility, reducing the amount of listed private equity, if any, or the selling of investments on the secondary market.

The Group's financial instruments include investments in unlisted securities, which are not traded in an organized public market
and may generally be illiquid. As a result, the Group may not be able to quickly liquidate its investments in these instruments
at an amount close to fair value in order to respond to its liquidity requirements or to specific events such as deterioration in
their creditworthiness. In the event of the risk of insufficient liquidity extending over a time horizon of at least twelve months
into the future, the Group can seek additional liquidity by means of third-party financing or, alternatively, disposal of investments
in the secondary market.

During the reporting period, the Group has put additional measures in place in order to assess its short-term and long-term
liquidity risk in response to the COVID-19 outbreak. The assessment is primarily based on bottom-up inputs on the cash needs
for both Direct and Indirect Investments, where applicable. For lead Direct Investments, the Group has worked closely with
the management of the respective companies to receive such inputs. For Indirect Investments, the inputs are based on the
Group's interactions with its governing bodies. Additional cash needs are also considered, such as the potential impact arising
from foreign currency hedging, fees and expenses of the Group. The liquidity risk of its underlying Partners Group investments,
where applicable, has been assessed by means of forward-looking liquidity indicators such as the forward-looking unfunded
commitment ratio and forward-looking overcommitment ratio, after considering their anticipated cash needs and cash sources.
Additional actions have been put in place if potential liquidity constraints are showing up. Such measures include increase of
existing borrowing limits, set-up of new credit facilities or increase of cash and cash equivalents' buffers.

The tables 'Liquidity Risk Reporting Period' and 'Liquidity Risk Previous Reporting Period' present the maturity bands of the
Group's assets and liabilities at the end of each period, respectively.
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19.11 LIQUIDITY RISK REPORTING PERIOD

More than 12
months

3 to 12 monthsLess than 3
monthsIn thousands of EUR

--(106'623)Unfunded commitments to Direct and Indirect Investments

-(19'525)(18'433)Liabilities falling due within one year

--5'960Hedging assets

--40'281Current assets

2'628--Other long-term receivables

9'006--Deferred receivables on investments

--80'000Undrawn credit facility

11'634(19'525)1'185Total

19.12 LIQUIDITY RISK PREVIOUS REPORTING PERIOD

More than 12
months

3 to 12 monthsLess than 3
monthsIn thousands of EUR

--(79'631)Unfunded commitments to Direct and Indirect Investments

-(26'913)(54'428)Liabilities falling due within one year

--1'621Hedging assets

--24'198Current assets

2'850--Other long-term receivables

---Deferred receivables on investments

--2'500Undrawn credit facility

2'850(26'913)(105'740)Total

19.13 OVERCOMMITMENT TO INVESTMENTS

As a result of maintaining a substantially full investment level over time, the Group may be subject to the risk of a shortfall of
liquidity available to meet its obligations in extreme events when distribution from investments is delayed or drawdowns from
commitments to funds are accelerated significantly beyond the expected values. To mitigate this risk, the development of
liquidity available and the outlook for the net cash flows of the Group based on a quarterly assessment utilizing quantitative
cash flow forecast models and prevailing market inputs are continuously monitored, and the Group may employ appropriate
measures such as re-investing distributions received from an investment to fund capital calls from other investments.

19.14 CAPITAL RISK MANAGEMENT

The Group's objective when managing capital is to safeguard its ability to continue as a going concern and to maintain a strong
capital base so as to retain investor, creditor and market confidence with regards to its investment objectives. The Group's
capital is represented by its total equity. The Board of Directors also monitors and manages where appropriate the level of
discount between the market price of its equity and the Group's net asset value per share in open market transactions.

As party to a credit facility contract, the Group is required to meet certain covenants and monitors its compliance with these
externally imposed restrictions. The covenants and the Group's compliance with them are described in the 'Short-term credit
facility' note (Note 15).
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19.15 MARKET PRICE RISK

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss held directly or indirectly bear risks of capital losses. This risk is moderated
through a careful selection of investments within specified limits. The Group's investments are monitored on a regular basis
and their performance is reviewed on a quarterly basis. The Group's performance is measured against MSCI Daily Total Return
Net World Local Index which is used as its primary reference index. The Group checks on a regular basis the weightings of
the index, its composition, price development and volatility in order to incorporate long-term price volatility trends.

The reference index used to calculate the annualized volatility has been changed during the reporting period to a public market
index (MSCI Daily Total Return Net World Local Index). Previously, the reference index was a private market index (Cambridge
Associates' returns from European private equity funds (in EUR) and US private equity funds (in USD) that have both been
given an equal weighting) with the annualized volatility of 9.53%. The change has been made to better reflect the increase in
volatility due to the COVID-19 pandemic, which is not fully reflected in private market indexes due to the index construction
methodology.

The annual volatility of the reference index is shown for the period from 1 January 2001 to the end of the relevant reporting
period. Under the assumption that the financial assets at fair value through profit or loss fluctuate by the annual volatility
percentage, with all other variables held constant, the fair value of such assets, if any, would fluctuate in direct proportion as
presented below.

19.16 MARKET PRICE RISK

31.12.201931.12.2020
In thousands of EUR

921'352903'417Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

921'352903'417Total assets subject to market risk

13.70%14.39%Annual expected volatility

126'225130'002Potential impact on audited consolidated financial statements

19.17 OFFSETTING FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

The Group is typically subject to master netting arrangements which are entered into with one or more derivative counterparties
for all derivative assets and liabilities held with these counterparties. The Group may be required to maintain variation margin
balances for the purpose of providing or receiving collateral on derivative positions.

The master netting arrangements allow parties to elect to net payment obligations between them; however, in the event of
an early termination in accordance with the terms of the master netting arrangement, the non-defaulting party can choose an
early termination date for close-out netting of all outstanding transactions between the parties. Under the terms of the master
netting arrangements, an early termination event may include the following:

• Failure by a party to make payment when due;
• Failure by a party to perform any obligation required by the agreement (other than payment) if such failure is not remedied
within 20 business days after such failure;

• Bankruptcy of a party.

The Group's financial assets and liabilities subject to offsetting, enforceable master netting arrangements and similar agreements
are presented by type of financial instrument.

Amounts in "D" below relate to amounts subject to set-off that do not qualify for offsetting under "B" below. This includes
amounts which are subject to set-off against the financial asset or financial liability disclosed in "A" which have not been offset
in the audited statement of financial position.
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19.18 OFFSETTING REPORTING PERIOD

Financial assets subjected to offsetting, enforceable master netting arrangements, and similar agreements:

E=C-DDC=A-BBA

in thousands of EUR

Net
amount

Related amounts not set-off in the audited
consolidated statement of financial position

Net amounts of
financial assets

Gross amounts of
recognized financial

Gross amounts
of recognized
financial assets

31.12.2020

presented in the
audited
consolidated
statement of
financial position

liabilities set-off in
the audited
consolidated
statement of
financial position

Financial
Instrument
Collateral

Cash/(Bank
Overdrafts)

Financial
Instruments

Derivative
assets

-4'884--4'884-4'884Counterparty I

-1'076--1'0769792'055Counterparty
Q

19.19 OFFSETTING PREVIOUS REPORTING PERIOD

Financial assets subjected to offsetting, enforceable master netting arrangements, and similar agreements:

E=C-DDC=A-BBA

in thousands of EUR

Net
amount

Related amounts not set-off in the audited
consolidated statement of financial
position

Net amounts of
financial assets
presented in the
audited
consolidated
statement of
financial position

Gross amounts of
recognized financial
liabilities set-off in
the audited
consolidated
statement of
financial position

Gross amounts
of recognized
financial assets

31.12.2019

Financial
Instrument
Collateral

Cash/(Bank
Overdrafts)

Financial
Instruments

Derivative
assets

588440--1'0284581'486Counterparty
B

293300--593149742Counterparty I
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Financial liabilities subjected to offsetting, enforceable master netting arrangements, and similar agreements:

E=C-DDC=A-BBA

in thousands of EUR

Net
amount

Related amounts not set-off in the audited
consolidated statement of financial
position

Net amounts of
financial liabilities
presented in the
audited
consolidated
statement of
financial position

Gross amounts of
recognized financial
assets set-off in the
audited
consolidated
statement of
financial position

Gross amounts
of recognized
financial
liabilities

31.12.2019

Financial
Instrument
Collateral

Cash/(Bank
Overdrafts)

Financial
Instruments

Credit facility
drawn

47'500---47'500-47'500Counterparty
B

19.20 STRUCTURED ENTITIES

IFRS 12 'Disclosure of interests in other entities' requires the Group to disclose details regarding structured entities invested
into by the Group. A structured entity in accordance with IFRS 12 is an entity that has been designed so that voting or similar
rights are not the dominant factor in deciding who controls the entity, such as when any voting rights relate to administrative
tasks only and the relevant activities are directed by means of contractual arrangements. A structured entity often has some
or all of the following features or attributes:

• Restricted activities.
• A narrow and well-defined objective, such as to provide a source of capital for funding to an entity or provide investment
opportunities to investors by passing on risks and rewards associated with the assets of the structured entity to investors.

• Insufficient equity to permit the structured entity to finance its activities without subordinated financial support.
• Financing in the form of multiple contractually linked instruments to investors that create concentrations of credit or other
risks (tranches).

The Group considers all Indirect Investments held to be structured entities. Indirect Investments are included within the line
item 'Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss' in the audited statement of financial position. Unrealized gains/ losses
arising from such Indirect Investments are accounted for within the line item 'Revaluation' in the audited statement of
comprehensive income. The risk concentration of the Indirect Investments is disclosed with respect to geographic region and
investment strategy. The net asset value of each line represents the fair value of the respective Indirect Investments as well
as the maximum exposure to loss resulting from such investments.

19.21 STRUCTURED ENTITIES REPORTING PERIOD

31.12.2020
NAV in thousands of EUR

Region & Strategy

North America

368'735Buyout

24'637Special situations

5'470Venture capital
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31.12.2020
NAV in thousands of EUR

Western Europe

100'992Buyout

1'329Real estate

68'432Venture capital

2'557Infrastructure

Rest of World

9'824Buyout

8'915Venture capital

19.22 STRUCTURED ENTITIES PREVIOUS REPORTING PERIOD

31.12.2019
NAV in thousands of EUR

Region & Strategy

North America

344'396Buyout

34'702Special situations

6'869Venture capital

Western Europe

84'594Buyout

2'733Real estate

57'381Venture capital

2'691Infrastructure

Rest of World

15'617Buyout

11'462Venture capital

20 Fair value measurement
IFRS 13 'Fair value measurement' requires the Group to classify fair value measurements using a fair value hierarchy that
reflects the significance of the inputs used in making the measurements. The fair value hierarchy has the following levels:

• Quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities (level 1);
• Inputs other than quoted prices included within level 1 that are observable for the asset or liability, either directly (that is,
as observable prices or firm broker quotes) or indirectly (that is, derived from observable prices including discount adjustments
to quoted prices in the case of regulatory restrictions to sell such securities) (level 2);

• Inputs for the asset or liability that are not based on observable market data (that is, unobservable inputs) (level 3).

The level in the fair value hierarchy within which the fair value measurement is categorized in its entirety is determined on the
basis of the lowest level of input that is significant to the fair value measurement in its entirety. For this purpose the significance
of an input is assessed against the fair value measurement in its entirety. If a fair value measurement uses observable inputs
that require significant adjustment based on unobservable inputs, that measurement is a level 3 measurement. Assessing the
significance of a particular input to the fair value measurement in its entirety requires judgment, considering factors specific
to the asset or liability.
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The determination of what constitutes "observable" requires significant judgment by the Group. The Group considers the
observable data to be that market data that is readily available, regularly distributed or updated, reliable and verifiable, not
proprietary, and provided by independent sources that are actively involved in the relevant market.

In the event that the Group holds any quoted investments, including any shares received as a result of an IPO or listed private
market investments, these are valued based on quoted market prices in active markets and therefore classified as level 1.

Any derivatives used for hedging and short-term investments valued using market dealer quotes can be redeemed at the fair
value measured and are therefore classified as level 2.

Level 3 investments comprise unquoted investments which are valued using widely recognized valuation methods based on
the latest information provided by underlying investments and other business partners. Such information may or may not
coincide with the reporting date of the Group or the valuation date of those investments. This is further detailed in the 'Critical
accounting estimates and judgments' note (Note 4).

The reconciliation of each class of financial instrument classified as level 3 is presented in the 'Financial assets at fair value
through profit or loss' note (Note 9).

Transfers between levels 1, 2 and 3, if any, are deemed to have occurred at the end of the relevant reporting period.

The Group's classification of financial assets and liabilities measured at fair value in the fair value hierarchy described above
is presented at the end of the relevant reporting period.

20.1 FAIR VALUE ESTIMATION REPORTING PERIOD

Total balanceLevel 3Level 2Level 1
In thousands of EUR

Assets

8'7668'766--Other short-term receivables

5'960-5'960-Derivatives used for hedging

851'812816'74825'7449'320Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss - equity
securities

51'60551'605--Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss - debt
investments

918'143877'11931'7049'320Total assets

Liabilities

----Total liabilities

During the reporting period, certain investments with a fair value of EUR 2'166'923, EUR 9'320'151 and EUR 23'576'750
were transferred out of level 1 into level 2, out of level 3 into level 1 and out of level 3 into level 2 respectively (2019: there
were no transfers between level 3 and levels 1 and 2 of the fair value hierarchy).
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20.2 FAIR VALUE ESTIMATION PREVIOUS REPORTING PERIOD

Total balanceLevel 3Level 2Level 1
In thousands of EUR

Assets

1'6261'626--Other short-term receivables

1'621-1'621-Derivatives used for hedging

851'036841'4241'7247'888Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss - equity
securities

70'31670'316--Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss - debt
investments

924'599913'3663'3457'888Total assets

Liabilities

----Total liabilities

During the previous reporting period, there were no transfers between level 3 and levels 1 and 2 of the fair value hierarchy.

20.3 FINANCIAL STATEMENT LINE ITEMS NOT HELD AT FAIR VALUE THROUGH PROFIT OR LOSS

All assets and liabilities presented in the audited consolidated statement of financial position, except for those measured at
fair value in accordance with IFRS 13, are measured at either amortized cost or their face value, both of which are deemed to
be a reasonable approximation of their fair values.

In conjunction with the fair value hierarchy disclosed in the 'Fair value measurement' note (Note 20):

• Cash and cash equivalents as well as bank overdrafts are measured at values that would be reflective of level 1 prices.
These include cash in hand, deposits held with banks, other short-term investments in active markets and bank overdrafts.

• Other receivables are measured at values that would be reflective of level 3 prices. These include contractual amounts for
settlement of trades and other obligations due to the Group.

• Accruals and other short-term payables represent the contractual amounts and obligations due by the Group for settlement
of trades and expenses and are measured at values that would be reflective of level 2 prices, except for incentive fee
accruals due by the Group which are reflective of level 3 prices.

• Deferred payments are measured at values that would be reflective of level 2 prices. These consist of payments for financial
assets purchased and receivables for financial assets sold, for which it was agreed with the contractual counterparty to
defer one or more payment installments.

• Borrowings include credit facilities and loan granted to the Group and are measured at values that would be reflective of
level 2 prices.

• Equity is a residual amount calculated by subtracting the total liabilities of the Group from the total assets of the Group.
As the lowest level of input that is significant to the fair value measurement of the inputs into this equation is level 3, the
values at which equity is measured would be reflective of level 3 prices.

20.4 SIGNIFICANT UNOBSERVABLE VALUATION INPUTS

Level 3 investments may consist of Direct and Indirect equity and debt Investments. Level 3 Indirect Investments are generally
valued at the Indirect Investments' net asset values last reported by the Indirect Investments' governing bodies. When the
reporting date of such net asset values does not coincide with the Group's reporting date, the net asset values are adjusted
as a result of cash flows to/from an Indirect Investment between the most recently available net asset value reported, and the
end of the relevant reporting period. The valuation may also be adjusted for further information gathered through an ongoing
investment monitoring process. This monitoring process includes, but is not limited to, binding bid offers, non-public information
on developments of portfolio companies held by Indirect Investments, syndicated transactions which involve such companies
and the application of reporting standards by Indirect Investments which do not apply the principle of fair valuation.
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The main inputs into the Group's valuation models for Direct equity and debt Investments include: EBITDA multiples (based
on budgeted/forward looking EBITDA or historical EBITDA of the issuer and EBITDAmultiples of comparable listed companies
for the equivalent period), discount rates, capitalization rates, price to book as well as price to earnings ratios and enterprise
value to sales multiples. The Group also considers the original transaction prices, recent transactions in the same or similar
instruments and completed third-party transactions in comparable instruments and adjusts the model as deemed necessary.
Further inputs consist of external valuation appraisals and broker quotes.

In order to assess level 3 valuations in accordance with the constituent documents, the performance of the Direct and Indirect
Investments held is reviewed on a regular basis. The appropriateness of the valuation model inputs, as well as the valuation
result, is considered using various valuation methods and techniques generally recognized within the industry. From time to
time, the Group may consider it appropriate to change the valuation model or technique used in the fair valuation depending
on the individual investment circumstances, such as its maturity, stage of operations or recent transaction.

The Group utilizes comparable trading multiples in arriving at the valuation for the Direct Investments. Comparable companies'
multiple techniques assume that the valuation of unquoted Direct Investments can be assessed by comparing performance
measure multiples of similar quoted assets for which observable market prices are readily available. Factors considered in the
determination of appropriate comparable public companies include industry, size, development stage, and strategy. Consequently,
the most appropriate performance measure for determining the valuation of the relevant Direct Investment is selected (these
include but are not limited to EBITDA, price to earnings ratio for earnings or price to book ratio for book values). Trading
multiples for each comparable company identified are calculated by dividing the market capitalization of the comparable
company by the defined performance measure. The relevant trading multiples might be subject to adjustment for general
qualitative differences such as liquidity, growth rate or quality of customer base between the valued Direct Investment and
the comparable company set. The indicated fair value of the Direct Investment is determined by applying the relevant adjusted
trading multiple to the identified performance measure of the valued company.

The valuation of a Direct Investment may alternatively be derived using the discounted cash flow method by discounting its
expected future cash flows to a present value at a rate of expected return that represents the time value of money and reflects
its relative risks. Direct Investments can be valued by using the "cash flow to investor" method (a debt instrument valuation),
or indirectly, by deriving the enterprise value using the "free cash flow to company" method and subsequently subtracting the
Direct Investment's net debt in order to determine the equity value of the relevant Direct Investment. The expected future
cash flows are determined based on agreed investment terms or expected growth rates. In addition, based on the current
market environment, an expected return of the respective Direct Investment is projected. The future cash flows are discounted
to the date of the relevant reporting period end in order to determine the fair value.

Direct debt Investment valuations are derived by applying widely acceptable valuation methods suitable for debt investments
which include, but are not limited to, using indicative broker quotes and the comparable debt approach.

Indicative broker quotes for Direct debt Investments, which may or may not be traded in an active market, are provided by
an independent third party. These quotes are applied on the nominal value of such investments to derive the fair value. The
comparable debt approach arrives at the valuation of a Direct debt Investment by discounting its expected future cash flows
to a present value with a benchmark rate derived from observable pricing levels of comparable debt instruments. Factors
considered in the determination of such comparable instruments include, but are not limited to, industry, coupon, duration
and maturity date.

The Group utilizes the sales comparison method in arriving at the valuation for Direct real estate Investments. The sales
comparison method compares a Direct real estate Investment's characteristics with those of comparable properties which
have recently been traded in the market. Factors considered in the determination of such comparable assets include, but are
not limited to, size, location, development stage and property type. Consequently, the most appropriate measure for determining
the valuation of the relevant Direct real estate Investment is selected (amongst others, price per room, price per square foot,
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price per square meter). The comparable price per unit might be subject to adjustment for general qualitative differences which
include, but are not limited to, quality of property and access to public transportation. The indicated fair value of the Direct
real estate Investment is determined by applying the relevant price per unit to the respective Direct real estate Investment.
The sales comparison method is most appropriate for Direct real estate Investments where the investment's size (e.g. number
of rooms, square feet, square meters) is known and similar properties have recently traded in the market.

The income method compares a Direct real estate Investment's net operating income to capitalization rates recently observed
in the market to determine the present value. The capitalization rates from recent sales of comparable properties utilized in
this method might be subject to adjustment for general qualitative differences which include, but are not limited to, quality of
property, tenant mix and access to public transportation. Factors considered in the determination of such comparable properties
include, but are not limited to, size, location, development stage and property type. The indicated fair value of the Direct real
estate Investment is determined by applying the relevant capitalization rate to the Direct real estate Investment's net operating
income. This method is most appropriate for income-generating Direct real estate Investments where the net operating income
is known and similar properties have recently traded in the market.

The valuation of level 3 Direct equity Investments derived using an unobservable input factor is directly affected by a change
in that factor. The change in valuation of level 3 Direct equity Investments may vary between different Direct Investments of
the same category as a result of individual levels of debt financing within such an investment.

No interrelationship between unobservable inputs used in the Group's valuation of its level 3 investments has been identified.

The Group presents investments whose fair values are measured in whole or in part using valuation techniques based on
assumptions that are not supported by prices or other inputs from observable current market transactions in the same instrument
and the effect of changing one or more of those assumptions behind the valuation techniques adopted based on reasonable
possible alternative assumptions.

If presented, the category "Direct Investments" may include certain Indirect Investments where there is full visibility of the
underlying portfolio and hence a full revaluation is performed on such investments as if they were Direct Investments. If
presented, the category "Direct Investments" may include certain investments using the valuation technique "Reported fair
value". Such Direct Investments invest solely into underlying Indirect Investments, hence their fair value is based on reported
fair value rather than a Direct Investment valuation.

The sensitivity analysis presents the potential change in fair value for each category of investments in absolute values. For a
5% movement in the significant unobservable input employed in the relevant valuation model, the corresponding incremental
change in valuation of the investment is calculated.

With respect to Direct real estate equity Investments, the sensitivity analysis as performed for Direct equity Investments, with
changes in the relevant unobservable valuation inputs, would not translate into meaningful valuation movements. The reasons
for this conclusion include, but are not limited to, the fact that variations in property location, quality and business plan result
in comparisons across properties that are not meaningful. Unobservable inputs for a specific region will vary greatly based on
the property's micro location, building finishes and amenities and leasing strategy. One-to-one comparisons are not possible
even for buildings that are physically close to each other due to the differences in property features and occupancy.

A sensitivity analysis is generally not performed for Direct Investments that have been acquired within the last three months
of the relevant reporting period and where the acquisition cost was deemed to be fair value in accordance with IFRS 13 as
insufficient time has passed to determine a reliable sensitivity range based on valuation inputs that would be considered
appropriate by market participants.
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20.5 SIGNIFICANT UNOBSERVABLE VALUATION INPUT TABLE REPORTING PERIOD

SensitivityRange (weighted
average)

Unobservable inputValuation techniqueFair value at
31.12.2020

Type of
security

Fair value in thousands of EUR

Direct Investments

(37'725)37'7257.10x - 24.00x
(16.07x)

Enterprise value to
EBITDA multiple

Market comparable
companies

441'950Direct equity
Investments

(144)14413.00% - 13.00%
(13.00%)

Discount factorDiscounted cash flow26'717

n.a.n.a.n.a.Recent transaction priceRecent financing/
transaction

11'760

n.a.n.a.n.a.Recent transaction priceExit price360

n.a.n.a.n.a.Indicative quotes for an
inactive market

Broker quotes22'417Direct debt
Investments

(207)20722.43% - 22.43%
(22.43%)

Discount factorDiscounted cash flow7'492

(14)149.00x - 9.00x
(9.00x)

Enterprise value to
EBITDA multiple

Market comparable
companies

276

Indirect
Investments

(17'861)17'861n.a.Reported net asset valueAdjusted reported net
asset value

357'215

(8)8n.a.Fair value adjustmentsAdjusted reported net
asset value

166

n.a. - not meaningful as outlined in the note above
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20.6 SIGNIFICANT UNOBSERVABLE VALUATION INPUT TABLE PREVIOUS REPORTING PERIOD

SensitivityRange (weighted
average)

Unobservable inputValuation techniqueFair value at
31.12.2019

Type of
security

Fair value in thousands of EUR

Direct Investments

(32'935)32'9358.00x - 21.50x
(14.39x)

Enterprise value to
EBITDA multiple

Market comparable
companies

364'808Direct equity
Investments

n.a.n.a.n.a.Recent transaction priceExit price92'200

n.a.n.a.n.a.Recent transaction priceRecent financing/
transaction

27'757

(211)21112.00% - 12.00%
(12.00%)

Discount factorDiscounted cash flow22'810

(643)6438.36% - 15.50%
(12.21%)

Discount factorDiscounted cash flow21'667Direct debt
investments

n.a.n.a.n.a.Indicative quotes for an
inactive market

Broker quotes18'637

n.a.n.a.11.00x - 11.00x
(11.00x)

Enterprise value to
EBITDA multiple

Market comparable
companies

1'021

Indirect
Investments

(18'172)18'172n.a.Reported net asset valueAdjusted reported net
asset value

363'443

30(30)n.a.Fair value adjustmentsAdjusted reported net
asset value

(603)

n.a. - not meaningful as outlined in the note above

21 Dividend and interest income and expense

31.12.201931.12.2020
In thousands of EUR

Interest income

3'6353'566From financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

Dividend income

23832From financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

3'8733'598Total dividend and interest income

Interest expense

(617)(793)Interest expense - credit facilities

-(60)Interest expense - related party loans

(617)(853)Total interest expense

3'2562'745Net result from dividends and interest
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22 Revaluation and realized gains and (losses)

31.12.201931.12.2020
In thousands of EUR

189'216122'346On financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

(542)(196)Withholding tax on Direct Investments

(10'388)15'555On option and forward hedges

178'286137'705Total revaluation and realized gains and (losses)

23 Foreign exchange gains and (losses)

31.12.201931.12.2020
In thousands of EUR

7'435(27'999)On financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

792(509)On payables and receivables

(30)(236)On cash and cash equivalents

8'197(28'744)Total foreign exchange gains and (losses)

24 Related party transactions and balances
A related party to the Group is an entity which has the ability to directly or indirectly control the Group, or vice versa, or to
exercise significant influence over the Group in making financial and operating decisions or is a member of the key management
team, including their immediate families, of the Group or its Board of Directors. Entities are also related where they are members
of the same group. In this regard, the following are considered related parties in the context of these consolidated financial
statements: Partners Group Holding AG, all entities owned and controlled by Partners Group Holding AG, all entities advised
by Partners Group AG, and each of their key management.

The following represents the transactions and balances of the Group with related parties:

24.1 TRANSACTIONS

31.12.201931.12.2020
In thousands of EUR

Management fee expenses:

12'7326'293Princess Management Limited (until 30 June 2020)

-6'686Partners Group AG (from 1 July 2020)

Administration fee expenses:

399414Partners Group (Guernsey) Limited

Service fee expenses:

250250Princess Management Limited

Incentive fee expenses:

19'4291'707Princess Management Limited (until 30 June 2020)

-8'932Partners Group AG (from 1 July 2020)

Incentive fee paid:
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31.12.201931.12.2020
In thousands of EUR

5'87815'460Princess Management Limited (until 30 June 2020)

-2'567Partners Group AG (from 1 July 2020)

Setup and interest expenses on bridge loans and credit facilities provided through:

-60Partners Group Finance CHF IC Ltd

268268Directors' fee expenses:

29'70231'547Invested amounts and distributions from / (to) Partners Group advised products (investment
side), net

Commitments made during the period to Partners Group advised products amounted to EUR 51'901'369 (2019: EUR 8'134'055).

24.2 PERIOD-END BALANCES

31.12.201931.12.2020
In thousands of EUR

Other long-term receivables:

2'850-Partners Group Access Fermaca, L.P.

Other short-term receivables:

233672Partners Group AG

117-Partners Group Client Access 19, L.P. Inc.

20-Partners Group Distressed 2009, L.P.

232-Partners Group Global Senior Loan Master Fund SICAV P (EUR) D

21-Partners Group Global Real Estate 2008, L.P.

Accruals and other short-term payables:

(5'816)-Princess Management Limited

Accrued incentive fee:

(26'913)-Princess Management Limited (until 30 June 2020)

-(19'525)Partners Group AG (from 1 July 2020)

663'177715'078Commitments to Partners Group advised products (investment side)

609'918656'073Fair value of investments advised by Partners Group or related parties

25 Related party loan
During the reporting period, a related party of the Company (the "Loan Provider") provided loan facilities to the Company in
the amount of EUR 27'950'000. Under the loan agreements entered into between the Company and the Loan Provider, the
maximum loan amounts to be drawn by the Company were EUR 27'950'000. The Company was due to pay annual interest
on the loan amounts outstanding at a rate of the applicable currency's one to three month inter-bank borrowing rate plus 190
basis points and plus, but only if negative, the absolute value of the applicable CHF LIBOR rate. The loan agreements have
expired before the end of the reporting period.
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31.12.201931.12.2020
In thousands of EUR

--Balance at beginning of period

-27'950Increase during period

-(27'950)(Decrease) during period

--Balance at end of period

26 Group entities - significant subsidiaries
Princess Private Equity Subholding Limited
Incorporated in Guernsey
Ownership interest as at 31 December 2020 and 31 December 2019: 100%
Activity: Investment services company

Princess Direct Investments, L.P. Inc.
Incorporated in Guernsey
Ownership interest as at 31 December 2020 and 31 December 2019: 100%
Activity: Investment services partnership

27 Events after the reporting date
The Board of Directors is of the opinion that no events took place between the end of the reporting period and the date of
approval of these consolidated financial statements that would require disclosure in or adjustments to the amounts recognized
in these audited consolidated financial statements.

28 Approval of these financial statements
The Board of Directors approved these consolidated financial statements on 19 March 2021.
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Investment Manager
Princess Management Limited (until 30 June
2020)

Registered Office
Princess Private Equity Holding Limited
Tudor House

Tudor HouseLe Bordage
Le BordageSt. Peter Port
St. Peter PortGuernsey, GY1 6BD
Guernsey, GY1 6BDChannel Islands
Channel Islands

Info: www.princess-privateequity.net

Partners Group AG (from 1 July 2020)Registered number: 35241
Zugerstrasse 57
CH-6341 Baar-Zug
Switzerland

Investor Relations
Partners Group AG
Leonard Beiersdörfer
Zugerstrasse 57
6341 Baar-Zug
Switzerland

Administrator
Partners Group (Guernsey) Limited
Tudor House
Le Bordage
St. Peter Port
Guernsey, GY1 6BD
Channel Islands +44 (0) 1481 711 690

princess@partnersgroup.com

Independent Auditor
PricewaterhouseCoopers CI LLP
Royal Bank Place
1 Glategny Esplanade
St Peter Port
Guernsey, GY1 4ND
Channel Islands

www.partnersgroup.com
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